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Serving CentraiSaanich, North Saanich, the Town of Sidney, and the Gulf Islands
PHONE 656-1151
The Waddling Dog Inn
Patricia Bay Highway - Reservations 652-1146
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Some of the events of Teen Challenge Day on Saturday were, as promised, messy — but 
good fun. The ice-cream and watermelon eating contests were among these. Watermelon
eaters Peter Jean and an unknown contestant left and right and, in the centre, whipping into 
a ladle of ice cream, Susan Langlois.
It was a stampede at Sidney gover­
nment liquor store Thursday afternoon 
and Friday morning as thirsty beer
drinkers rushed to buy up 30,000 dozen 
beer — the latest shipment from the 
Vancouver warehouse.
The lineups began shortly after the 
beer arrived — about 2:30 p.m. 
Thursday — and within> 5‘/z hours the
beerwas gone. Thai’s a rate of more 
than 5,000cases an hour.
Brentwood beer drinkers, meanwhile.
BIKETHEF'F.Rim
SEEmm
Is there ' a bicycle theft “ring” 
operating in Sidney? Local RCMP say 
no, but two local women aren’t sure.
“1 really think there’s more to it than 
kids just picking up bikes and riding off 
with them”, Sharon Booth said 
recently.
Her sentiments are echoed by Barbara 
Larkey, who is also concerned about the 
number of bikes being stolen.
1 went to the Sidney public works yard 
and the number of bikes there is 
amazing, Larkey .said. And she’s heard 
bikes turned into Central Saanich police 
are just as many.
The two ladies’ concern over the theft 
situation started .luly 15 when their 
. sons’ bikes were stolen from McDonald 
^ Park. The two boys, ages 12 and 13, had 
" laid the bikes down to go for a walk. 
When they returned the bikes were 
gone.
*■ The next day the young Larkey boy’s 
other bike was taken from the family’s 
driveway overnight.
“I’m just a bit upset,” said Barbara 
Larkey, “Two bikes in one week!”
She said they have contacted police, 
but police said just to call back, or ask 
Central Saanich if the bikes have turned 
up there.
Larkey said other parents and 
youngsters whose bikes have been stolen 
should check with the Sidney public 
works and then Central Saanich. Many 
people don’t know about that, she said.
In the meantime, an RCMP 
spokesrnan said nothing at all has turned 
up. He said Sidney has about the same 
number of bikes stolen as Central 
Saanich, Saanich or Victoria.
“People take them from point A to 
point B and dump them,” he said. “We 
certainly can’t have any reason to 
believe there is a bike theft ring in the 
area.”
The Larkeys have issued the serial 
number of the 10-speed taken from the 
driveway: K033245 — a red Concord 
Mercury. The other two bikes were older 
“paper” bikes with carriers on the 
front.
were going dry because of a mixup in the 
orders. Sidney ended up with both its 
own shipment and Brentwood’s.
Brentwood was forced to rely on the’
1,600 dozen beer it had July 21 — which ^ 
was all gone the next morning.
It received another shipment Monday 
. morning, but only , 100 cases of Olympia 
and .that was gone within the hour ;
^ Spokesmen at theV two stores said 
orders are in for ; more beet: ;-r but
drown their thirst in the local hotel 
taverns, they have a surprise in store.
Both Travelodge’s Golden Bear 
Tavern and the Sidney Hotel report they 
are low on draft beer.: ’ - :
But both hotels have assured 
customers there will be a plentiful 
supply of bottle beer.^ ,; : ^
Cheryl Hines, 13, looks at the world from a different angle 
while swingingpn the bars at a local recreation area.
because of the lockout Saturday by three 
major breweries, there will be no more 
Canadian beer available:
Sidney store expected a shipment of 
import, beer Tuesday morning, but the 
amount depended on the demand in the 
Vancouver warehouse, said one em­
ployee.
Nevertheless, she said the imported 
beer would “move”, despite it’s hefty 
price lag — in .some cases as high as $30 
for two dozen. They bought it all up two 
weeks ago when there was the first scare, 
she said.
The outlook for the rest of the 
summer is not good for locaL beer 
drinkers. The last industry shutdown in 
1978 lasted 13 weeks, and though union 
negotiators have asked for bargaining to 
resume, there was no move in that 
direction at press time.
And if beer drinkers think they can
ke0:on
Sidney RCMP Const. Grant Botlrell 
will not be discharged from the RCMP. 
That decision came last week following 
a two-day internal hearing in Victoria by 
RCMP authorities from Ottawa.
Botlrell is currently appealing a 
conviction for two counts of assault 
causing bodily harm,
A Victoria county court jury found 
him guilty of the charges March 30, and 
he was later sentenced to three months 
in jail.
• The jury ruled Bottrell had assaulted 
David Krenbrink by hitting him with a 
nightstick in the early hours of May 1, 





With the second Anacorles-Sidncy 
ferry run set to return Aug, 3, the hot 
weather here to stay, and Mount St, 
Helen’s settling down to the odd burp of 
volcanic ash, the Sidney tourism picture 
is beginning to turn rosy,
Merchants all along Beacon Avenue
since the middle of July — the same time 
the hot weather arrived,
And nil arc priedictinga busy August, 
September, and maybe even October, as 
they try to catch up on the poor turnout' 
of touri.sts in this nreii earlier this
Coffee Barrel owned by Ralph Dahl.
Wright said tourism has been up all 
summer. “It's been very good,” site 
said, especially this past month.
Btit she's one of the few who feel it 
has been "tip” all summer. Most 
businessmen said tourism is only 
starting to bloom,
“I’m finding now it is really starling ^ 
to pick up , , . generally business is quite
good,” said Joan Jones of The Cat's 
Whiskers, But Jones said the weather 
has liad a lot to do with tourism this 
year, and added tourism must still be off 
because of the single ferry run, “I’m 
sure it will add to it with the ferries,” 
she said,
George Miiroti of The Candy Man 
said he’s noticed a difference in ju.st the 
last week -- again when the weather
turned for the better,
“There’VC been more Americans in 
the last week,” he said, “up until lhcn it 
had been mostly Canadians.’’
But he cautioned that this is his first 
year in operation and he really doesn’t 
have anything to compare with.
But then neither docs Cy and Eleanor 
Relph of Sidney Natural F-oods. Eleanor 
said they had been warned to take on
This little lady, com­
posed and beautiful, is 
one of Wendy Gibbs* 
dolls. See page 10,
summer.
But the consensus of an informal 
Review poll taken Monday afternoon 
showed merchants were not that con­
cerned about the poor tourist per­
formance so far, ami are looking ahead 
to belter times,
';ii looks like August will be a good 
month,” said an optimistic I-en Bland 
of Harvey's Sporting Goods, He points 
to the additional ferry and the hot 
weather as contributing faefors,
“I'rom mid-June to maybe mid-July, 
In my opinion it was down,” But from 
July 20 onward it's been “us good as 
any other year," Bland said.
Bland admits the single Anacortes 
ferry must be hurting business. b\il says 
the weather also has had .something to 
do with the poor tourism season,
He also said Mount St, Helen’s has 
hud an indirect effect hcic. If touri.st.',
With everything from a beer garden to 
a cakewalk (they have beer). Central 
Saanich Lions Club hopes to make a
bundle of money on the weekend of
August 2,3 and 4 — all of which will be
returned to the community.
EVERYBODY IN ACT
Total involvement of the whole 
community is what the members of the 
Lions Club arc aiming at in the Sidney 
Sett C'avalcade, to he held at Tulista 
Park on Aug. 17,
If the organizers have their way, there 
will he 1,0 much going on, and of ;an:h 
variety, that Just about everyone in the 
area who is not involved itt organizing or 
participating, will find something of
happenings to suit those of more 
contemplative nature.
There will be a display of telephones, 
old and new, and antique photographs 
and .Sidney Days Committee, which is 
getting into the act, will be soliciting 
recipes for a cookbook it is promoting.
Alt Koul, one o| the organizers, says 
that enthusiasm is moimting, “People 
are coming out of the woodwork,” he
liilelcst, srivs.
vplctmic atih scare, then we feel it here, 
IMimd .said,
“It’s up,” Thni’s the way Hazel 
Wilght feels ahotit the tourist business 
— at least for the Sidney Toyland and
There will be major events like the 
fishing derby and sea joust ami bingo 
rtlie 1 Inns are seeking someone to run ifi 
and a big pancake breakfast to start the 
day, but there will also he minor-key
One of the helpers who has volun­
teered is the proprietor of Kev’s Boogie 
music store, who has taken a major patt 
in oiintni/ing patt of the stage en­
tertainment which will go on at Tulista 
from noon to 9p.m, on Aug. 17.
It is the elgltih Central Saanich Days 
festival and it will be held in Centennial 
Park, Wallace Drive, beginning at 8 
a.m. on Saturday,
I.ast year some $15,000 was raised 
which was returned to the community 
through donations to Central Saanich 
Hospital, the Centennial Park fund and 
toother worthy causes,
A 2()-|eam slosvbnll lournamcnt will 
go on ihroughom the three days after a 
pancake and sausage bteakfa.st which 
will get things moving early on Saturday 
morning. There will be free rides for 
children, bingo and games of chance for 
adults, u pet puiudc at L30 p.m. 
Sunday, and a horseshoe lournamem.
There will be food and drink and a 
good lime for everyone, according to the 
organizers -- and all members of the 
club and their wives and families have 
been given something to do.
And, of course, it is a chance for 
Central Saanich people to get to know 
each other and to meet again.
extra help for the summer, but there's 
“been nothing to gel rushed about,” 
though there have been some tourists, 
“It’s about the same (as last year),” 
said Sidney Pharmacy’s Jim Brigham.
But then he figures most of his 
business comes from visiting boaters 
and not the Anacortes ferry service, 
“They (the boaters) come for 
provisions,” explained Brigham,
The ferry customers on the other hand 
simply park their cars in the compound 
and wait for the ferry. Tie said at one 
time the ferry cars lined up on Beacon 
and then he felt the effeei whit drivers 
running into stores for goods and then 
heading back to the line once it started 
to move, But no longer.
Shopper’s Drug Mart's Mildred 
Matthews said much the same thing, 
“'The weekends arc when it really shows 
up,” she said. That’s when all the 
boaters from Seattle and other towns 
south of the border pull into Sidney for 
provisions.
But she admits tourism is down — 
though she attributes it to the poor 
weatlier and ncU the ferry run, Bonters
Cnniiniied (in Page 14
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HOUDAY
DEADLINES
Sidney Review unices will be closed 
Monday, August 4ili, B.C. Day. 
Deadline for letters, editorial con- 
iiibuiions and classilied ads. for ilie 
Aug, 6ih issue is 5 p.m, Lriday Aug. 1st.
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Winner of 
The Lions Club 400 
July 24th Draw 
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Ticket #358








The Urban Transit 
Authority’s proposed 
“feeder” bus service for 
North Saanich is already in 
neded of modification — 
five months before it is 
scheduled to go on line.
UTA planner Bill 
O’Brien told North Saanich 
council’s public works 
committee the proposed bus 
route for North Saanich is 
just too long to fit into the
overall peninsula bus 
schedule.
In order to meet the 
transfer bus at Sidney, the 
North Saanich route must 
be 50 minutes long, O’Brien 
said Monday during a 
presentation. It is now 62 
minutes. Some 15 minutes 
must be chopped off 










EAT IN-TAKE OUT 





OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD








Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30 
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
route has the bus travelling 
west along McTavish to 
West Saanich; north on 
West Saanich to Downey; 
west again on Downey to 
Madrona; north on 
Madrona to Birch; east on 
Birch back to West 
Saanich; along West ■ 
Saanich to Land’s End; and 
from Land’s End to the Pat 
Bay Highway and into 
Sidney.
Committee suggested a 
number of alternatives to 
O’Brien, including one in 
which the bus would not 
travel along Land’s End, 
but Eilong Mills Road in­
stead. As well, instead of 
going down Downey to 
Madrona and up Birch, the 
committee suggested the 
UTA have a three or five 
minute turnaround at the 
end of Wain Road. Then 
have the bus come straight 
back out again.
A similar turnaround and
waiting period could be 
used at Bradley Dyne off 
West Saanich, committee 
said.
O’Brien had initially 
suggested cutting out the 
Deep Cove run, pointing 
out the roads in that area 
are very narrow and 
winding and would need to 
be widened if the UTA’s 
large buses are to fit down 
them.
But committee balked, 
calling the system “useless”' 
if it doesn’t include Deep 
Cove. Instead, committee 
suggested a minibus be used 
for that area.
But O’Brien said a 
minibus wouldn’t be on 
stream in time for the start­
up date ■— Jan. 2, and so 
wouldn’t be available for 
another year.
Committee and UTA'will 
examine the various options 
and meet again.
r
Sidney's Volunteer Fire Department required both trucks to stem a stubborn shed fire 
which broke out late Saturday evening, on Resthaven Drive. Shed was completely














2470 Beocon Ave. 656-1812
Country Kitchen
Brentwood Shopping Plaza 
{'lltmnhlr Ciinkiii); mid 
liiiUiiji III Old- 
{I'lnhiiiiii'd I’lill's 
Open
7 Days A Week'' 
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'"On the Waterfront” 
: 656-4640
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous satad bar 










SEE . . THE ORIGINAL AND AUTHENTIC DANCING 
STALLIONS . . . MADE FAMOUS BY THE DISNEY Muvit
‘WMIRACLE OF THE WHITE STALLIONS" 
ON THEIR "WORLD TOUR"
® FANTASTIC ARRAY OF HORSES! 




9776 - 4th St , Sidney
K'.V BeY:ii(l Ihf Posl'Ollice*:
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PRESENTED BY THE CITY OF VICTORIA
mclomk mEMornkL mEm
TUESDAY, AUGUST S, SsOO P.^.
ALL SEATS RESERVED $6.50, $7.50
for. O.A.P. and Children 12 yrs. and 
$2.00 off regular prices
Ticketo now on sate at Arena Box Office, Mayfair Mall, Hillside Mall, 
Brandy^ne-^atley Park, Kev’8 Sound Centre—Sidney,
10:00 a.m.-5 p.m. daily except Sunday 
•ONLY VANCOUVER ISLAND APPEARANCE- 7 21
; BEACON AVE., SIDNEV. B.C,
The Finest in 
Family Dining





Open Every Doy 
Evening Dining 
Thurs, • Sunday 
Fully Licensed
652-2513
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(CloseJ for Lunch TuesJay) 
Wcdncsil.iy Smotpashord 
Dinner and
The New Sunday Drunch





OPEN: MON.'THIIRS. 4” - MIDNIGHT 
; FRI. Sat, 4“ • 1“ j,m. 
SUNDAY 4" • 8* p.m,
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Corner of Ml. Newton Cron 
Rood 8 East Soonich Rood
652-1575
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HIPSilAMBURllERS - FISH & 
-ICECREAM 
Eat ■ Pliniic in - lake out
of fho X'Road Ml, Nowton 
R Eatf Saanich 
652-9313
•BURGERKINO 






Seiifood & Burgers 









nU-4ih It., Sidney 
•CHICKEN'RIDS’BURaERS 
•SOFT ICE CREAM 
Mon.-FtI, n.9 Sol, 1\ 130.9 
Sun, 12.8
Flsh & Chips




9807-4111 St., Sidney 
6.V..4»722 takiouy
EHTESTJURMEIIT GUIDE
Where lo take your visitors 6 Irlends •
WIWM
AIUIMOUL (>OLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Hr. & West Sonnlch Hond, Sidney
A co/y 9'holcr, ideivl for families, Beautiful scenery and special twilight rmes for 9-hole 
game, Club:> ami cart rentals picnic and barbecue facilities — swimming beach. Phone 
6W..<162I.
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, Brenlwood. 652-2413.
HIE I'KAIRIE INN, corner Ml. Newton X Roads and lijiul Suanieli ltd. 65f»”l575 
Relax by ilw lire and listen to live entei'ininment while playing Chess Cribbage, Checkers , 
iminnion, Dnilsor Fool,
SIDN EY I RAVKLOlHiE, 2284) Beacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1176 
I'lmries IMuce every Friday and Saturday nlghl 9 - 2 a.m,, dance to the music of the .lO's 
featuring In the Lounge, Ray Marquette Counlry/EolkMuiile, Tuesday to Saturday 
fiuiiT H p.m, ,
SAI.MON IISIIINO, Boat Rental, (iulded l lsliing Iript (all inclusive) Family lishing 
in the proiecieil Saanich Inlet. BRENTWOOD BOAT REN'I’ALS at the Ferry Dock, 




A proposal by the Capital 
Regional District to 
establish a bus stop on the 
grounds of Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital has 
Central Saanich council a 
little confused.
'Hospital administrator 
John Stevens wrote council 
in a July 10 letter that the 
plan is to put a transfer stop ; 
on the hospital grounds.
He asked the board what .i 
plans it has in connection ^ 
with the stop -— to avoid’ 
any conflict that the 
municipality may have 
received from the CRD: 
regarding a bus stop.
Mayor Dave Hill- 
suggested the stop would ; 
not be a “stop and ride”:: 
depot, but simply a transfer 
v.area.'.-'-' ;
But Aid. George 
; MacFarlane said hospital ; ■ 
board members seem toj'; 
think the CRD means a stop? 
and ride because there",: . 
would be room for cars on 
the hospital grounds.
But he said the hospital ; 
board does not want to * 
commit property there for: 
blacktop.
MacFarlane " said that , 
even if a transfer stop is 
being proposed it could still 
mean four or five buses at 
the hospital at one time 
with a large covered area.
Aid. Percy Lazarz 
suggested the Saanichton 
core area be the spot for the 
transfer stop, and a motion 
was proposed that council 
does not want the hospital 
site considered for a 
transfer stop. ^
But Hill asked council ' 
instead give him permission 
■ to find out a few answers 
first. He said he will ask ni* 
the regional level how many 
buses will be involved, wlml 






MICHAEL VAN LIIF, 
Hgod Iwclvti, fho (inn of 
Mrs. Margrirfil Von Lljf of * 
Grnndvinw Drive, Vidorin, 
has been awnrcled the 
Copeland Memorial Bur- , 
snry lo Hltnnd St. Michaels 
University School. The 
bursary, awarded on the 
basis of a pupil's all-round 
ability and promise, is 
given in memory of Mr. Cl.
F, Copeland, who grew up 
in nirtle, Manitoba,
r.t, Mli.biadii \)iiiv(fihlty
School aims lo develop the 
whole person, It altracls 
outstanding young people 
from rnony puits of D.C., 
from the I’ralrie provinces, 
the Northern Territories, 
from nine slaleii of the 
USA, and from fourteen 
other Innde.
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everyone who helps
pay for them
Cathy Fisher is full of enthusiasm and determination 
as she talks about her favorite subject — community 
education.
“Schools in the community are ther for everyone, not 
just the kids, ” she says, “people pay taxes for the 
buildings and the facilities are there, so people should 
take advantage of them.”
Fisher, of 2023 Ardwell Avenue, Sidney, earned a 
degree in Spanish at the University of B.C. ahd com­
pleted a one-year community education program this 
■spring. She is working this summer on a project funded 
by the ministry of labour’s youth employment program 
in the field of community education.
. The community education concept aims at involving 
the people of the community in the work of local 
schools, both during regular school hours and after 
three o’clock.
The schools arrange for volunteers from the area to 
come into the classrooms to help the teacher and even to 
teach the class occasionally.
“Very often there is omeone in the community more 
qualified to teach a certain subject that the teacher,” 
says Fisher. “For example, if you are teaching about the 
Gold Rush, most of the information has to come from 
books.
“There may be someone in the community, however, 
who was there and can come in and tell the kids what 
actually happened and what life was like then. This type 
of community involvement applies-to any subject.”
Another aspect of the community schools idea is to 
have children go out into the community.
Fisher e.xplains: "If you are dong a section on urban 
geography in social studies, the most practical way to 
teach it is to get the kids learning about their own 
community — about the resources in the area, how they 
are set up and why they’re set up that way.
Community involvement during schools hours is only 
part of the concept of community education. After 
three o’clock the classrooms are used for night course, 
recreation activities, meetings and special programs for 
both adults and children.
“It’s not a costly idea,” says Fisher. “The lights are 
on a little longer but it’s really not expens' ive and it can 
be so valuable to the community.”
Schools with no other recreation facilities are the first, 
to be .designated as community schools. These schools 
receive-extra funding from the school board to cover 
the cost of having the school open at night. One of the 
benefits people have experienced in areas where a 
community school is open during the evening is a 
decrease in the amount of vandalism in the community.
Fisher is making a contribution ot the community 
education this sumrher by gathering material from 
various sources in the lower mainland which could be 
used for lesson plans by students teachers in the 
community education program during their practice 
teaching periods. She is among more than 600 UBC 
students who are working on youth ^employment 
program projects related to their field of study this 
summer.
• She is visiting places such as B.C. Hydro, the 
Provincial Museum in Victoria, recreational parks and 
various industrial compani.es to gather the information. 
The lesson plan from material will be available at the 
community education resource centre at UBC for 
anyone who wishes to use it.
Fisher is currently looking, for a teaching post for the 
fall, and plans to put her ideas about community 
education into action.
“If 1 don’t get a job in a community school, that’s all 
right,,’ she says; “because I’m going to have a com­
munity classroom.”
■'ll -
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All summer sportswear | | DRESSES 2 for 1 sale! Choose 2 dresses. Buy one, §
® 20%-60% OFF! 5 I and get one of equal value or less for only One dollarl,
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CORNER OF WEST SAANICH RD. & VERDIER AVE.
^ ’ V^:.' PHONE 652-5612 <nBe>ulltulBreiil,voodB.y
MON. to SAT, ,a 
9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.^
UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA □ INFORMATION 
□ ADMISSION □ REGISTRATION
If you are considering taking a course at UVic, but aren't sure what is available, come to:
THE UNIVERSITY CENTRE BUILDING ON 
SATURDAY, AUGUST 9TH, 1980 
10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Representatives from tlie following areas will assist you in your educational plans 
AKIsV SCIENCE ADVISING u EDUCAflON ADVISING 
COUNSELLING CENTRE □ MATURE STUDENTS CLUll 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID tl DEPARTMENT OF CREATIVE WRITING
DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 
DEPARTMENT Of HISTORY IN ART 
DEPARTMENT OF VISUAL ARTS
SENIOR ADULTS u University Extension staff will be on hand to discuss the particular needs 
of senior adult students and explain the wide range of credit and credit-
free courses, workshops and conferences available,
ADMISSION FOR CREDIT COURSES u
If you wish to take courses tor credit, come prepared to apply for 
admission with transcripts, First-time applicants are encouraged to bring 
secondary school and post-secondary (If applicable) transcripts. Former 
UVIc students who have taken credit courses at another
College/University since last registered are requested to bring transcripts.
MATURE APPLICANTS a
If you do not s.3tlsfy the normal admission requirements, come and talk 
about mature student admission,
FEES 0 Credit $4?.,00 pet unit
Audit* (non-credit)$2,1,00 per unit
*05 years or over — $7,00 per unit
fees for credit-free University Extension courses may vary.
[’ARKING c. Free parking on campus on Saturday
Underground metered parking bencMth the University Centre,
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABaJT
CREDIT COURSES 11 
Adrnlr.r.ions/Ri'cotd:,
4 77-6011, locals 4449, 4301
CREDIT-FREE COURSES ii 
Univernlty F,y,tension
477-0011, locals 480Z, 4803, 4804
UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA
f ) T i
CORNER OF 
WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
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WEATHER SUMMARY
Max. Temp. (July 21) 29.6'C Roin nilnilMin. Temp. (July 26527) I0.6»C Snow







Mean Mox. 22.1’C Record Min. (July 25/46 ) 5.6®C
Record Max. (July 27^58) 33.3°C Meon Temp. 16.6°^
Meon Min. 11.0'C Precipitation 433.4 mm
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
whqU manm




Summer is really here on the Sidney waterfront as pleasure boats ply the harbour 
on a hot Sunday afternoon.
In a column in B.C. Business magazine, 
writer A1 Forrest has outlined a frightening 
'concept which could, he feels, modify the 
fixed-link-to-the-mainland project now 
understudy.
There is, says Forrest,, ‘’an awful 
inevitability” about the fact that the 
provincial government is going to have to 
build a bridge from Swartz Bay to Salt 
Spring Island plus an extension to Galiano 
Island where the Sturdies Bay docks can be 
expanded.
Sturdies Bay, the halfway point on the 
ferry run from Swartz Bay to Tsawwassen, is 
the logical point for a ferry terminal for 
southern Vancouver Island. The whole 
concept would mean that automobiles would 
be ferried from Tsawwassen to Sturdies in 
under an hour where they would disembark 
and take the bridges to lower Vancouver 
Island.
Hold on, there’s more.
Now, what about a bridge from the 
northern end of Salt Spring to ETuncan, a 
relatively, short hop? This would provide a 
bypass for the Malahat which is still, judging 
by the accident rate, a pretty dangerous 
artery, and a shortcut connection between 
^Victoria and the upper island. It would also 
create two busy highways through Salt 
ISpririg Land what: that would, do tp^T^ 
tranquil island boggles the imagination.
This may all seem like midsummer 
madness but, again, it may not be. The 
pressure on the government for a bridge link 
■of some kind appears to be strong and, 
Forrest feels, it may become relentless.
This concept, although new, would save 
the provincial government a lot of money in 
subsidies for the ferry fleetwhich will have 
to be doubled in the next few years if 
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.After having such a great time on Saturday, I would 
like to thank certain persons and organizations for 
making “Teen Challenge Day” a success.
First, “ihank-you” to the teen participants, who 
made me so very proud. Thank-you to the participants 
and spectators of the baseball games, ice-cream eating 
contest, and watermelon eating contest. A gfeatful 
thank-you to the following merchants who gave us 
support and donations: Hannigan’s Burger King; 
Pat’s .A Pizza; McDonalds; Mr. Mike’s; Reddi.Chef; 
Safeway Ltd,
.A warm thank-you to the three councils and 
especially Mr. .Ashby, Aid'. Norquay, Aid. Sharpe, 
and Mayor Eric Shervvood, all of whom acted as 
umpires or judges.
Finally, a very' special thank you to Edith and 
Lorraine from Peninsula Recreation and Graham 
Louden who often carried the major portion of the 
Work load in setting up and organizing “Teen 
Challenge Day”.
Angie Boutin 
Peninsuia Community .Association, 
Summer Programme Super>isor, 
Youth Services.
to those living in both the North and South Vancouver 
Island areas.
The Organizing Committee asks your co-operation 
in treating this information as a news item in your 
paper. This gesture will be greatly appreciated by the 






At 94, ailments and memories vie for. control; 
Supposedly, memories of childhood indicate a decay 
of something or other. If so, l am far gone.
How clear are events of my first years. 1 was fed, 
sheltered and allowed to do as I pleased. The country­
side was my heritage, meadowland where skylarks 
sing, each to outdo the other.
The songs: “rising, sinking, fading, dying”. 
Someone said, “Life is real; life is earnest, but the 
larks and 1 couldn’t have cared less. Hedgerows, 




2269 Mills Rd. 
Sunday, August 3
9:45 a.m. - Sunday 












Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
• Phone 477-8478
Stelly’s Secondary School 1627 Stelly’s Cross Rd.
7:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
& Praver Meeting.
Pastor N.B. Harrison 
656-5012 or 656-7359
hath taught thee the heartbreak in thy song?
Helpful volunteers
The members of the Sidney Days’ Festival Society 
would like to e.xpress their thanks and appreciation of 
the coverage of the recent Sidney Days’ eventswhich 
was provided by The Review. The inforrnatton sup- ^ 
plied to the public and the courtesy received from your 
staffatalitimeswasmuchappreciated. ,
.At this lime wewouid also like.to say “thank you ’ 
to the many groups-^ individuals "and .organizaiions.;;;;, 
who provided various types of assistance and also : 
participated-in the planning, staging and operating of 
the 1980 events. Their combined efforts contributed a 
generous amount of volunteer service which was of 
value in the presentation Sidney Days’'SO.
Thank you everyone!
Diane Eldridge, secretary, 
Sidney Days Festival Society
Heartbreak for the little boy who hadn’t heard 
enough. But joy was there.,Music always. The lovely 
pea! of the bells from our old church.
All this the foundation of my hedonism of later 
years—- a wholly satisfying philosophy as one is 
always ready to share. The foundation also of my 
socialism. “On wings of song I’ll bear thee to better 
lands! know!” Will you listen?
School was one of those things that had to be put up 
with. So also the sting of three or four hours of work 
that woHld be, required of us but to pass along 
mayhap, with Omar:“A jug of wine and thou.’’ But ;
Ah love, could you and I with Him con­
spire To graph this sorry scheme of things 
entire, - ■ ;;
Would not we shatter it to bits, and then 
Remould it nearer to the heart’s desire.”
F.A.Thornley,
Saanichton
Anglicon Church of Conodc
THE PARISH 







Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 
Family Service 11:00 a.m. 




8:00 a.m. , G;ommunion 




The $100,000 feasibility study now un­
derway for a fixed link to the mainland will 
show that such a full-dress bridge concept is 
just so wildly expensive that it cannot be 
considered so the government will be 
looking around for a compromise measure. 
This Salt Spring-Galiano-Duncan plan 
might just fill the bill.
It would probably provoke a controversy 
which would dwarf anything ever seen in this 
part of the world, but if the pressure for a 
fixed link is as powerful as Forrest and 
others seem to think, it might well become a 
fact of life.
This letter might be entitled “Farewell to a 
Dogwood Tree” for, by the time you read this, it will 
probably have been cut down, and chopped up for 
firewood, despite the fact that it is a member of a 
protected spe'Cies, bylaw.
It has been growing for many years, for it is tall and 
graceful, but unfortunately it chose a spot designated 
as a road allowance — on Wain Road, a short distance 
east of the R.O. Bull Park, and some people wish to 
see a road through there. So it is farewell....
One question does come to mind — the ‘E.xperts’ 
have said that putting through this road will not 
damage the trees in the area, but not one of them has 
mentioned a dogwood tree. If they cannot recognize a 
dogwood — how expert arc they?
Mrs. P.G. Furnell 
399 Wain Rd.R.R.»l 
Sidney, B.C,
Kitimat day
Of course, it would—vreck Galiano and 
Salt Spring Island, They would cease to be 
islands. Instead they Ayould become a 
battleground for developers.
What a thought!
The First Annual Kitimat Picnic will be hei! at the 
Maase Picnic Grounds, Duncan, on Sunday .August 
10.
Many farmer Kitimat people are now residing on 
Vancouver Island having found it .an ideal retirement 
place. The Duncan site was chosen because it is central
This letter is in suppon of Teen Recognition Week.
1 have been a school bus driver in this area for the 
past six years and drive an average 130 teenagers to 
and from school each day.
1 wish to inform the parents and public in this area 
that they can be proud of their teenagers. 1 have found 
over the years that without exception the young people 
. are good, responsible and responsive. Certainly some 
of them blow their cool from time to time and do some 
pretty stupid things — but then don’t we all.
The most rewarding part of a school bus drivers job 
is the kids — they give you faith in the future and pride 
in the community.
Just when you despair from some of their antics 
they give you a smile or a kind word that makes it all 
worthwhile.
Once again to the adults of the community 1 assure 
you that the teenagers of today arc good stuff. They 
will grow up to be responsible citizens if of the future 
if we (the adults) preserve it for them.
■ And a big THANK YOU to the girls of North 
Saanich for their display of affection and gratitude on 
the last day of school.
J.G.R. Blgras 














Bp F.R. Gartrell 
477-3293 




5506 Oldfield Rd. 
Sundays
9:45 a.m. v Family 
Hour
11 ;(X) a.m. Worship
7;(X) p.m. . Evening
■ Service
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Sunday, August 3 
10:00 a.m. Communion 
“Everyone welcome”
Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Res. 656-7484 
Office 656-2721
The Church Bv The Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist
5363 Pat Bay Highway
Sunday, August 3
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Rev. Ivan Fuller 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311




792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay 
Sunday, .August 3 
Pentecost X 
I 8:30 a.m. Communion 
U:i30a.m. Morning 
Prayer
















'wn Mu'iu He wav ah.'';;!
'. Pender Bland residerit and four guests reported 
■.ighiing a Hying saucer July 21. Miss D. Pollard., of 
Pr’iJer !.da.,ad, along with Mr, and .Mrs. C.R. Dowell, 
j-'d Mr., .xni Miss Westdy'hc, all of Vancouver.
.)! Ol . ]S,.
t) .
Mr. ,1, iJvingstonc of BiecdH'Crovv Ro.ui uMped .t 
splcilvlid crop of battey Iftvt Tv;rvj;!V .v :i feuf a.:;' 
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From the July M. Liuc uf 1 !ic RevUM.V,
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from the Sidney Schtsol Board for .tn addiilonal room 
and teacher. The decision is bawd on the school lavv 
which docs not permit the appommieni of five 
teachers unle.w auetvdence exceeds 1W pupils.
50 YEARS AGO:
;froni,theJti!v?t,193(ii!^-vecfTht‘RfMew. '
In the presence of about "S spect&tcin. seven boys 
entered in the endurance bicycle race staged by 
TFiDrr.f’f Bicycle '—op S,rturd:o ever—g. ■ Spence? 
Row-te' jvvmpltned !*■:? —urw -- ♦..vjrftHmg of 
neighborhood of nine miles, uphill and down dale —
c—,'fnt rcgurUicss of nafonaUty, male or female, 
ever U'l vc.’.rv o: age, uyrcijister on ,Aug. iv, 20, or 21 
to awcuain the Imnun lewurccs of the fiation w that 
they may be mobilizes,! to ea.ible Canada to make her 
ma-xirnum effort in the defence of this county' and 
tviw.irds tnc iUi.ccj.siui pisJsccatioii ol titc- war," 
5deanwhsl«. more than 2f«'!i vets turned out fsor drill 
wot), at the Saanichton airicuhofai grounds.ii 
-V) VFAW«i AGO; ■ ■
From the Au|. 2,1950 Uiue of The Review.
High man at the annual trap vhsxit of ike North 
kaanich Rod and flim Club Julv 30 wav toe Honh 
who finished with a scofe of 49 out of a poistbk 50 in
From the Aug. 3, I960 Urae of The Review.
A Saanichton farmer’s daughter came out in second 
place in the province and was number one farm girl in 
the B.C. 4.H eliminations at TranquiUe last week. 
Margaret Taylor, daughter of Mr. and Mis. William 
Taylor is.a memlver of Saanich Holstein Oub.
10 YEARS AGO!
f rom the Aug. 5,1970 Iwae of The Review.
AiUiough suffausg ov- his c- fioro nyhig a 
North Saanich insurance salesman helped man a first 
.aid post set up on the Queen of Victoria when she was 
vlicwl bv B Russian freighter in Activ-e Pass Ian 
Sund.ay. Doug Toller. 11036 Heather, had just 
finished lunch with hb IS-year-old son Gary in the 
ferry cafeteria and was standing outside watching the 
fishing Kxatt In the pass when the collision occurred,






OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 






Rest. Haven Dr., Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m. Saturday 
; Study
ILCWa.m. ' Worsliip 
7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Praver
Al.L ARE WELCOME 
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■ *'#»' i.Heci Pfo*i Rev. R.J,-Bob’ Mlichell
Pastor
Office 656-3712
Home 656-5433. .1 jji KPlX—r.m, Christian
' ' tK- C '■•n ' Educ.uion
! 1 'i’VV.'j fTi ■ ■ • Worship
. Service
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Poison in Tod Inlet 
worries Mayor Hill
Worried about the possibility of 
poisonous sludge from Plumper Bay 
sawmill leaching into Tod Inlet hear 
Brentwood and Butchart Gardens, 
Central Saanich Mayor Dave Hill is 
going to check into the matter.
Reports of PCB (pentachloraphenol), 
a deadly poison in high concentrations, 
which is used in wood preservatives and 
is present in the residue from plywood 
mill diptahks being dumped in the 
landfill which is deposited in Hartland 
Road waste disposal area, worried Hill, 
who said that he would check with the 
staff of the Hartland Road dump about 
the possibility.
Earlier B.C. Environment Minister 
Stephen Rogers said that he would look 
^nto B.C. Forest Products’ disposal of
landfill from its Plumper Bay mill.
Plumper Bay sawmill manager Tirjeet 
John said Hartland Road was used to 
dispose of the preservative sludge 
because no other facility was available. 
He urged provincial government to 
correct the situation.
Mayor Hill said that the Capital 
Regional District is spending money to 
solve the problem of leaching un­
desirable matter throughout runoff 
drainage into water courses.
“There is no doubt, the way the dump 
is located, water from winter rains picks
up iron,” Hill said. The region has 
constructed holding ponds at the base of 
the dump to collect leach water and is 
pumped back to the top of the landfill 
where, through evaporation and 
irrigation through the soil, unwanted 
elements are deposited.
The project had been monitored 
about 18 months. The whole Hartland 
Road dumping site is good for only 
another five years dumping, the mayor 
pointed out, but added that leaching 
could be a problem for 50 years.
The mayor suggested that PCB may 
be treated like waste oil, which is 
dumped on clay soil to prevent leaching.
B.C. Forest Products Ltd. has denied 
the statement made by Murray Drew, 
safety director of 'the Victoria local. 
International Woodworkers of 
America, that burning PCB in mill 
boilers is contaminating the air.
“The amount of PCB being disposed 
of in our boilers’ furnaces is extremely 
small,” said company general manager 
James Warr. “It decomposes into its 
basic elements and reacts to form a 
harmless salt.”
There was no hazard to company 
employees or the general public, Warr 
said. He added that the firm was 




Four-week-old Tiffany Pettit, was youngest 
patron at open house at Saanich Peninsula 
Savings Credit Union Saturday. She is held 
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Council blasted
Gerry Chaster of the 
Victoria Horticultural 
Society slammed Central 
Saanich council recently for 
its lack of “adequate 
foresight in preparing the 
construction project” on 
Stelly’s Cross Road in 
which 34 trees were cut 
down.
really make much dif­
ference where the utlities 
were “undergrounded”.
The trees were removed 
to make way for a safety 
footpath for students going 
to Stelly’s school and for an 
underground telephone line 
system.
In response to a 
published report that the 
trees were afflicted with 
rot, Chaster said the cause 
is directly attributable to 
the poor pruning practices 
of utility line clearance 
crews.
But Lazarz also blasted 
Chaster for commenting on 
the situation without full 
knowledge. He suggested 
Chaster do more research 
before he begins making 
comments.
(llulie QllTalct
Open for Lunch & Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday 
(Closed for Lunch Tuesday)
656-3541
TO BE DRAWN SATURDAY, AUG. 2nd
ENTRY FORMS IN STORE
_ In a letter to council. 
Chaster called the removal 
of the trees “a disservice to 
the adjacent homeowners 
and the community,” and 
suggested a way it could 
have been avoided.
In future, councils and 
decision making people 
should seek advice from 
other disciplines in the 
community to solve 
problems such as street 
widening, utility un-' 
dergrounding, etc., said 
Chaster.
He said the footpath 
should have been con­
structed on the lower side of 
the trees, with the trees 
acting as a physical barrier 
~ “about as safe a 
situation as possible.”
But Aid. Percy Lazarz, 
who was. responsible for the 
removal of the trees, said if 
the footpath was placed 
below the trees it would 
have been on private 
property.
CONTEST RULES:
1. To enter, comploie on entry form or print your name, address and telephone 
number on o plain piece of paper and deposit it in Boilpt box. No Purchase is 
necessary to enter the contest.
7. The manager of this store svill mol<e a random draw from all entries, 
received no Icrter than the contest closing date, which he will announce. The 
prize will be one women's medium size "shape up" Jogging Suit. Prize must be 
occepted as awarded. No substitution will be mode. All decisions of the Store 
Manager will be final.





“We do not have the 
width on that portion to 





“With the pedestrian 
problem out of the way, the 
remainder of the existing 
street section could be 
devoted to travel lanes for 
traffic” with a six-inch curb 
' adjacent to the trees to 
serve as a vehicular guide 
and for tree protection, 
' Chaster wrote.
Lazarz said the segment 
had been asked for 
dedication by council, but 
the owner refused.
The Cat's Whiskers
With adequate planning. 
Chaster said it wouldn’t
He also admitted B.C. 
Tel pruning practices could 
be updated. He said crews 
didn’t treat the cut portions 
of the trees after pruning, 
resulting in extensive 
rotting.
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"FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS"
Tax forgiveness 
hid considered
The Saanich Historical 
Anifacts Society’s request 
for a nominal SI a year
Tfee Happs Gookep
-UsaJinq i:Souxc£ oj 
xdaiius. Cooliinq




7103 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay 652-3611 
Open Daily 10 to 5:30 
Sundays H a.m. to 5 p.m.
Till August 16th




Town Square Mall 
[Upper mall] 
2405 Beacon .Ave. 
Sidney 656-4711 
10 to 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat.
Is Your Car Sick?






property ta.x on its 23-acre 
site along the Pat .Bay 
Highway was turned over to 
development officer Gay 
Wheeler for recom­
mendation at a recent 
Central Saanich council 
meeting.
The society currently 
leases the site from the 
provincial government at SI 
a year, but pays some 
SI .200 in property ta.\es.






council has come up 
with an offer no one can 
refuse.
It has decided to offer 
trees from its municipal 
nursery to residents of 
the municipality — free 
of charge.
The offer goes into 
effect sometime this fall 
and the only stipulation 
is that the tree are used 
within the municipality 
and will not be resold.
Millar, secretary Diane 
Griffiths, and vice- 
president Glen Ryder, 
asked that the ta.x be levied 
at the same rate as the lease.
The society pointed out 
that the land used to be 
classified as residential and 
business land, until a Court 
of Revision decision 
reclassified it as farm land.
That decision is now be 
appealed by assessor W.R. 
Craven, said the society — 
even though it was accepted 
by Central Saanich.
The society said that as a 
non-profit organization 
"with the objective of this 
propeny being used as a 
working farm museum,” it 
was essential taxes be as low 
as possible.
It said the society is 
unique in B.C. since as a 
museum it is not directly 
funded by provincial or 
municipal government for 
capital or operating budget.
"Members of the society 
are attempting to provide a 
community service for the 
preservation of artifacts 
depicting rural life and 
industry in the early dav's,” 
said the letter.
It said the society is not a 
business operating for 
profit and should not be 
taxed'as such.
—ENGINE TUNE UPS & REPAIRS— 
—COMPLETEMUFFLER&SHOCKSSHOP—
— AUTO ELECTRIC - REBUILD, REPAIR, EXCRANGE ■ 
— GENERAL SERVICE —
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Pauquachin canoe crew out for evening practice in Coles Bay.
^Tulling ” a canoe 
a proud tradition
ByJONHULSTEIN
When was the last time you saw a 50-foot canoe?
There are three of them at the Pauquachin Indian 
reserve and another three dozen or so on the rest of the 
island.
The natives racing the canoes are carrying on a 
tradition that began hundreds of years ago in the North­
west.
"We are proud,” e.xplains Max Henry of the 
Pauquachin reserve, "to continue this tradition, to 
know it’s a pan of our culture.”
From May through Ausust, rain or shine, the 
"pullers” train long and hard. Smoking and drinking 
are not allowed, they go on a daily five-mOe run and 
practice in the waters an hour a night. ,
The puUers consist of men, women and children, but 
most of the regulars are under 18 years. Two are only 
14. ■ , ■ ^ '
"The kids find it a lot of fun,” says Henry, canoe 
leader and councillor at the reserve. “They’re deter­
mined to do as well as the older ones.”
The war canoe is built narrow and light to obtain the 
greatest speed but pullers must possess quick reflexes, 
split-second timing and long-lasting endurance. It takes 
: 11 to race Vne 45-fpot-or-longer canoe.
"NVe used to race and keep up with the MiU Bay 
-Ferry,” recalls Henry.7 I
The oldest war canoe at'Pauquachin, according to 
Henry, is SO years old and 51 feet long. The Saanich; 
: Seven, as it’s called, has been patched up over the years 
■ ' but is still being raced.
"If youltake care of a canoe,’’ offers Henry, ‘‘it can 
.. 'last forever.”'-
The Lydia-Dee, which belongs to the Tsartlip band, 7 
and the Lady Seven are the two other large canoes at 
Pauquachin. Both are about five years old and 47 feet 
long.
"We may get another one, a 40-footer,” says Henry, 
“and call it the Pauquachin.”
There are also a dozen smaller canoes at the reserve, 
one-man contraptions 20 feet long. Henry says these are 
probably the most difficult to handle because they’re 
only 16 inches wide.
"You’ve got to balance yourself really well,” he 
e.xplains. "There's not much room and it can tip 
easily.” t
Canoe races are held almost every weekend on the 
lower Island and even some bands from the mainland _ 
and Washington State take pan now and then. Enjoyed 
by enthusiastic crowds, the competition is friendly but , 
prize money is given to the top two or three finishers in 
each category. Barbequed salmon is one of the big , 
features.
"Not every band is interested, in hosting a race 
though,” admits Henry. “There’s a lot of work in­
volved and it costs about 53,000.”
The war canoe, which takes a single man about two 
7 months to build, is made from red cedar and the paddles ' 
are made of yellow cediar.
“Basically,’’ e.xplains Henry,“we use the chain saw' 
y and electric plainer.” T ;
The cost? Nearly 53,500 for the 50-footers and 5350 i 
7 for the one-man canoes. Yhe paddles aren’t cheap either^;
: '7at.S35 apiece. -:';'', ' .'' I:, Ty
- 7; Canoeing is a way of life for rnany natives ^. . . . hard;: 
■ 7 ; trmning. dedicatjon and a^eat deal of pride involved in’j 
ah everlasting tradition. , , ;
.1
■S
Win a POLAROID MOVIE CAMERA & VIEWER
Retail Value over‘900.00 ‘
IT'S SIMPLE - NO ENTRY FEE
' THE UON’S CLUB IN CONJUNCTION 'WITH THE SIDNEY REVIEV.’ WILL RUN A SERIES OF, SIX PHOTOGR.APHS OF ■ 
LOCAL POINTS OF INTEREST OVER THE NEXT SIX WEEKS, IDENTIFY THESE PICTURES - SUBMIT THE NAMES TO
gw
HEUENPEN2
A.S a CBntun.' 21 affiliate we will be able to provide many Real Estate 
services never before offered on the Peninsula and become part of an 
Internationa! Organization boasting over 8,500 offices in the United 
States and over 350 offices in Canada.
...
K,VREL DROST BEN RICHARDSON JllDI PARHTT
ISECHETAHY)
On completion of the premises now under constmction at the corner of 
Beacon .Ave. and 5th St. in Sidney, the new and expanded firm will be 
movirig into the building to be known as Drifrwood Centre. ’
Until then, we will continue to serve you from our present location at ' ‘
23.54 Beacon Ave., Sidney.
Whether you are buying or 'selling, your Neighbourhood Professional is 
- the one to contact for the best service available. You're invited to call and 
let us show you 21 reasons why you should list your property, wnth us.
2354 BEACON AVE.
SIDNEY. B.C.










Tenders have been called, 
and wll be opened on Aug. 
6, for a contract to v,iden 
and pave exit lanes, relocate 
lighting and erect fencing at 
the Swartz Bay ferry ter­
minal.
Specifically, the work to 
be carried out consists of 
excavation of rock 
overhang, disposal of 
excavated material, supply 
and placing of culven and 
gravel base, installation of 
asphalt paving, installation 
of chain link fencing, 
dismantling of existing 
lamp standards and other
electrical materials and 
erection of new lighting.
The project, at the B.C. 
Ferry Corporation's Swartz 
Bay terminal, is a con­
tinuing part of the over-all 
upgrading and im­
provement of services 
which will meet the 
requirements resulting trom 
operational changes when 
the new double deck terries 
begin sersice on the Georgia 
Strait crossings next year, 
according to an an­
nouncement from the office 
of Provincial Highways 
Minister .-Mex V. Fraser.
Cardinal spotted
Flatdeck truck [left] hurtled into embankment on Pat Bay Highway in five-vehicle accident July 24 in which Sidney Freight semi-trailer rolled into ditch an p' 
mishap July 23,' while adjacent photo shows clean-up following three-vehicle contents of used paper over highway.
Saanich peninsula 
pioneer Edith Nelson.
11108 Chalet Road, 
reported seeing an unusual 
bird in these parts last 
week. The SS-year-old Mrs. 
Nelson said she spotted a 
cardinal perched in a wild 
plum tree in her back sard.
The bird is quite common 
south of the border, .Mrs. 
Nelson reported, but is only 
occasionally seen in 
Canada.
•T've never seen it 
before, and I've lived here 
for a long time . . . when 
there was only one store in 
Sidney," she said.
But more importantly, 
she wants to know if 
anyone else has seen the 
cardinal, which is for the 
most part red, with some 
black coloring.
If anyone has seen the 
bird, contact the Resiew at 
656-1151.
Three more bad smash-ups
Three near-fafai mishaps 
on the Pat Bay Highway 
dominated local police news 
this week.
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~ FREEZER PACKS AVAIUBLE ^
to Saanich Peninsula 
'Hospital with miinor in­
juries following a five- 
'.ehide, chain reaction 
collision near McDonald 
Park Road in the north­
bound lane of the highway 
.Iuiy23.
Three amihulances. four 
tow trucks and a tire engine 
were called to the scene to 
dear away the injured and 
the damaged vehicles.
The accident occurred 
shortly atter 11 a.m.,
apparently after a tra-ctor 
Dulling a hay conditioner 
pulled out from the 'nigh- 
way shoulder to avoid a 
fallen highway post on a 
cur’.e near the intersection.
.A I’i-ton flatdeck truck 
ended up on the em­
bankment. while a tran­
sport truck collided with a 
passenger vehicle, and a 
second passenger vehicle 
was dipped on the front 
end.
Police estimate da.mage 
at 515,000. No local people 
were taken to hospital and 
the acci dent, is stiO under 
RCMP investigation. 
.More t'nan 
damage resulted from a 
: three-vehicle accident t'ne
next day at 5 p.m. at the 
McDonald Park Road 
intersection of the Pat Bay 
Highway.
.A southbound passenger 
vehicle attempted a left turn 
onto .McDonald Park Road 
from the hig'nway and 
collided with a northbound 
semi-trailer unit owned by 
Sidney Freight.
The trailer was headed to 
Swanz Bay ferry terminal 
with a load of used paper. 
The driver of the trailer was 
taken to Saanich Peninsula 
Hosoita! with minor in­
juries and later released, 
after his truck had flipped 
on its side, pinning the 
driver until arrival of 
ambulances.
charged with driving while 
having a blood alcohol 
count of over .08 following
a three<ar smash-up in the
parking
.A third vehicle 'Decame 
rnvoived when the turning 
passenger vehicle continued 
for nearly 1V- kilometres, 
south'oound in the north- 
'oound lane, before finally 
runninz out of zas.
lot of the Sidney 
men's softball diamond 
about S p.m. Friday.
Driver of the passenger 
vehicle now faces charges 
for driving while impaired. 
.Another driver has been
The game between 
Haley's Sporting Goods 
and Prairie Inn had just 
ended when a Honda Civic 
came frting off the Pat Bay 
Highw-ay from the north­
bound lane.
One of the players yelled, 
•Tnat zuv's zonna roll it,"
as the car came down the 
embankment low-ard the 
ball diamond parking lot.
But the car remained 
upright and sped along the 
embankment sideswiping a 
parked car before smashing 
head-on into a second 
parked car. owned by Doug 
Cooper. 7390 West Saanich 
Road.
Two people just getting 
into the parked car — Edna 
and Ernie Henr>’ — 
sustained minor injuries as 
a result. Both were taken to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital
and later released.
Damage has b 
estimated in excess 
52,000.
In other police news;
•Flags seem more 
popular than ever now. For 
the third time in the last 
while the flag at the Sidney 
post office has been stolen.
•Charges are pending 
following an incident at the 
Swanz Bay ferry terminal 
building in which a glass 





Tne Capital Regional 
hospital board m^ade its first 
move last week to ensure 
obstetric and pediatric 
services are retamed at 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
and not shifted to a single 
regional facility at the new 
Helmcken Road Hospital-.:
The - board approv-cd a 
motion giving itself the 
. power to reviewyand change. 
any decisions made by the 
, regional hospital and health 
planning commission..
Currently' the com­
mission has final authority 
to "direct that an existing 
hospital service or
programme 'oe revised, 
extended, relocated or 
discontinued.’’
■As long as it remains 
within its budget, the 
commission only requires 
hospttai board approval for. 
property aquisitions, major 
building projects, "and 
hospital closures, according 
to a brief from the,region’s 
; e.xecutive direaor, Dennis 
-Young..■'-.7
The; board first gave 
those decision-making 
powers to the commission 
in 1974 to remove politics 
from hospital planning..
•And the commission used
SMI
1895 Roberts Rd. Duncan 
Phone John at746-4766
The Farm and Home Producers Supply Store 
—Help Us Help You—
Why Go To Vancouver? We Have Competitive Prices Right Here in 
Duncan!
• Farm Livestock Equipment ■ Sc-aep sca'e Reg 54SO. Farmers prce S4zi
• Home Producers Supplies DiatCTaceccs Earth hatcrai Bug K:.:er. Career, 
etc
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fetal ecu'pmert
■Phcre Je-rr ?4c-47£c.
that power recently to stick 
by its decision to shift all 
regional obstetric services 
to one facility at Helmcken 
Road.
But board mem'oers last 
week argued thai : people 
should not be forced to 
travel past one hospital — : 
either Saanich Peninsula or 
Royal ju'oiiee — to get 
service in a more distant 
hospitalli.'
in addition, it.was argued 
that as eleaed represen­
tatives, 'ooard directors 
have, final responsibility for 
spending . public , money 
while the commission.
whose members are ap­
pointed from among elected 
and non-elected officials, is 
not directly responsible to 
taxpayers. 'M-
Bm the 'ooard is still not : 
home free. It must now gain 
provincial government 
approval of its latest move.
•Arid commission 
chairman Charles Perkins 
has indicated there will be a 
long and hard fight over it.
The hospital board also 
; approved a second motion 
permitting Jubilee to, 
remain open for another 
two years to give the region 
time to assess its options 
and determine public 
support for continuance of 
obstetric and pediatric 
services.
But the motion is only a 
recommendation to the 
comntission, and Perkins 
has served notice the 
commission will not follow
it unless the board gets the I 
authority to make it a , 
binding recommendation. ,
Perkins said it would be.
“a shameful thing" for the 
commission to change its I 
position now.
/ "If we cav-e in to pressureT; 
we are' not a good com-. -, , 
mission. If the mistake isY j 
going to be made, and weT 
think it .is a mistake, it is Y - 
going to have to be made byk77 
theboard," he said. ._l
Perkins added that ihet ' 
ministry : may not give; 
automatic approval to the : 7. 
board motions “because 
the ministry is very strongly: 
in favor of centralized 
obstetrics.”
Meanwhile, Young said 
that based on previous 
experience, the ministry 
could lake from one day to 
two months to approve the 
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Sallies clinch top spot
Doug Cooper, of Harvey's Sporting Goods, makes valiant 
effort to score during match against Prairie Inn last week.
names on
in B.C. Open
Fulford Inn Sallies, the 
Saltspring Island entry in 
the Sidney Senior Men’s 
Softball League, captured 
sole possession of first place 
Sunday, when they split a 
pair of games with Hotel 
Sidney.
Their 11-9 win in the first 
of the two games clinched 
the league championship, 
since they are four points 
ahead of Hotel Sidney, 
currently in second place. 
Hotel has only one game 
remaining, while the Sallies 
have three.
The battle is now ranging 
for second place, between 
Hotel Sidney, Travelodge, 
and Prairie Inn. Should all 
three teams win their 
remaining games, 
Travelodge would finish 
second, with Prairie Inn 
fourth behind Hotel.
Second place is vital to all 
of these clubs since they 
have no desire to face that 
awesome Sallies line-up in 
the preliminary round of 
the play-offs. Saltspring 
will be the spoiler, however, 
if they can ccjme up with a 
win over Prairie Inn Friday, 
August 1, or two in the 
double-header against 
Travelodge, August 3. 
Hotel is in a must-win 
situation Thursday against 
Victoria Ambulance Service 
if they wish to protect their 
current hold on second 
place.
Winning the league 
championship Sunday was 
costly to Saltspring, due to 
the loss of Wayne Devone
from their line-up with an 
ankle injury. Devone, a 
tremendous hitter, and 
considered by many the best 
short-stop in the league this 
season was a mainstay of 
the Saltie’s infield.
The remainder of the 
awesome Saltspring batting 
line-up is in good health, 
however, and are hitting up 
a storm, while their pitching 
staff continues to improve. 
They are definite con­
tenders for the playoff 
championship this year.
Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
and Victoria Ambulance 
Service, although devoid of 
any chance to reach the 
playoffs, still have the 
opportunity to spoil any of 
the three contenders 
chances for finishing in 
second place.
An upset victory by one
or both of these clubs could 
create an absolute war for 
the prime playoff position 
which will pit the winning 
club against the fourth 















The 1980 B.C. Open at 
Glen Meadows Golf 
and Country Club is still six 
weeks Off, but already 
things are shaping up in a 
big way.
' Glen Meadows pro Bill 
Penny, who is also a B.C. 
Professional Golf 
Association representative 
arid a director of the 
Victoria Open Society, 
announced at a press 
; cpnfer^nce ■ ;.July ,22,, jfitat 
Stan Leonard will play in 
the pro-am part of the 
tournament.
In addition, Canadian 
pro Dan Halldorson of 
Brandon will be back to 
take another run at
defending champion Jim 
Rutledge of Victoria.
But those aren’t the only 
big names on tap. Barry 
Shaefer, of the BCPGA, 
hinted at even bigger 
■personalities.
“We have a celebrity 
coming in from Los 
Angeles. From the 
Hollywood area. He’s
a later date.
But big names aren’t the 
only difference at this 
year’s open — set to go 
Sept. 10 through 14. For the 
first time it will be a 72-hole 
event, and the guaranteed 
prize fund will be $30,000. 
It’s always been a 54-hole 








0461 w e n/pvtuiTuet.
formerly, a scratch golfer and Harbor Towers hotels 
and his presence should are again the major 
bring^ ajot/offadies to tha sponsors, and Labattsfis 
golf course” ; ' ■ kicking in about $2,000 into
But neither Shaefer or the pro-am tournament. A 
Penny would release what new sponsor is Ballantine 
could be the biggest name and Sons which will provide
of all. They only said they 
will be announcing the 




Sidney champions were 
declared at Sidney 
Elementary School on July 
23 when local youngsters 
competed for a place in the 
Greater Victoria play-off 
for the 1980 Canadian 
Junior Frisbec Disc 
Championships to be held 
in Toronto in mid-August.
The B.C. regional 
tournament will be held on 
August a. Meanwhile, 
competitions arc being held 
in community parks and 
recreation centres 
throughout B.C. during 
July.
Sidney Champions: 
Junior division (12-15 
years) Boys; Ken Clarke,
12, 10275 Resthaven;
Marvin Van der bos, 12, 
8845 Moresby Park Terr.
Girls: Bev Hill, 13, 946 
Clarke Drive; Corrie 
Baxter, 12, 1970 Dean Park 
Drive.
Children’s Division : (11 
years and under) Boys; 
Brian Easton, 11, 10676 
Derrick Rd.; Kelvin Van 
der bos, 10, 8840 Moresby 
Park Terr.
Girls; Liz Havles, 10, 
8615 Moxon Terr.; 
Tarntnara Clancey, 8,10060 
Third Street.
Highest score was 
achieved by Ken Clarke and 
lionqrahle mentions by 
Steven Smith, 10, and Eric 
Kapatz, 10.
$2,000 in additional 
money for B.C. 
professionals..
It will be the second year 
in a row that Glen Meadows 
will host the open. Last year 
the local club bailed out the 
BCPGA and saved the 
tournament on only six 
weeks notice. The price for 
handling the tourney was 
another shot at it this year 
wilh more lime for 
organization.
And so far, the ad­
ditional time seems to be 
paying off. The B.C. Open 










[Includes 3.9 cu. ft. 
Frost Less Freezer] 
Reg. $689.98 
Spec. $ggg98
Copies of our fall-winter 
catalogue available at 
our Sidney office.
Married at home
Ian Prctlic and Elaine 
lodicc were married on July 
27 at their home on 
Resthaven Drive.
The couple plans a week- 
long boat trip through the 
Gulf Islands, after which 
they will live in Sidney.
Dial, Dial, Dial...
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Subscribe to the Review!
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FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing ■— 
residential, commercial, 
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"Good Fences Make Good 
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2070 KEATING XRD. 
652-3522
Lunches, J 1:30-2.
Dinners from 5 p.m.
And the popular Sunday Brunch
Open Every Day Except Tuesday
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Sidney player wins
sport scholarship
By Sport has awarded 200
JON HfULSTEIN scholarships to Canadian
Fitness and Amateur athletes and one of the
VA
UNISEX
Mens' & Ladies' 
Hairstylists
OPENING AUGUST 5
Bill and Jaymie — owner, 
operators provide the 
personal touch from the 
regular short cut to 
the latest creative 
hairstyle.
® OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE 







2449B BEACON AVE. PHONE 656-7612
(REAR OF SUNTIME YACHTSHOP)
— PARKING IN THE REAR —
recipients is Sidney rugby 
player Pat Trelawny.
The scholarship (the 
program has been in effect 
since 1970 and deals only 
with non-Olympic sports) is 
non-renewable and worth 
$1,800 to the 22 year-old 
Trelawny, who is on the 
national team training 
squad and stands 6’1” and 
weighs 175 pounds.
Among a group of five 
Victorians that has won a 
scholarship, Trelawny is on 
vacation and was 
unavailable for comment 
but the Review contacted 
Jean Paul Charbpnneau 
and Jerry Keaney Monday 
morning at their Ottawa 
office.
“We want to help
students combine their 
athletic and academic 
careers,” said Char- 
bonneau, “and hopefully 
they’ll stay in Canada.”
When is a doll 
a work of art?
A player must have great 
talent and potential to 
possibly obtain a 
scholarship. “He’s selected 
on the basis of excellence in 
his field,” said Char- 
bonneau.
Noted Keaney, "They 
(the scholarships) have to 
be regulated and priorized 
by the national selectors. 
For example, if there are 30 
applications, 10 may be 
priorized and we may pick 









•Radiator Repairs & 
Heater Cores
Call 656-5581
For Free Estimates 
2104Maiaview 
Sidney
Nearly $3(X),000 was 
spent this year on 
scholarships for athletes in 
37 different sports, such as 
rugby, lacrosse, tennis, 
curling and water skiing. 
University students, said 
Keaney, received Si ,800, 
college students $1,200 and 
high school students $600.
Other Victorians who 
won scholarships were 
UVic’s Garry Grant, and 
Dennis Sinnot, Chris 
Fowler and Paul Monaghan 
of the Oak Bay Wanderers.
“The scholarship is very 
important to Pat,” says 
' national team and UVic 
coach Bruce Howe.
She has a dream — she would like to have a doll and 
toy museum, not as a commercial venture but as a
showcase for her dolls and the many held in collection 
of the 30-odd members of a doll club in Victoria and 
district.
Young school-children. Brownies and others, would 
be shown through museum. They would, hopefully, 
realize that dolls and toys were not always the cheap 
and chintzy, plastic, easily-breakable pieces of junk 
which are sold today, but durable works of art 
designed and built to last for years and even decades.
Dolls, though, are not a part of the Indian culture, 
Ms. Gibbs says, which is rather strange in the light of 
their graphic totemic portraiture of animals and birds 
important in the aboriginal ethos. Indian children 
cuddle roots and sticks and even stones and dress them 
— but not dolls.
Doll maker Wendy Gibbs poses with one 
of her most recent creations, made 
entirely by herself, porcelain head and 
all.
Always interested in dolls Ms. Gibbs had a 
collection at the age of 16 many of them dressed by 
relatives who sent doll costumes to her while on their 
travels around the world. About this time she acquired 
her first doll made of bisque, a French porcelain and, 
from then on, her interest in antique dolls accelerated.
Her earliest doll is a small wax figurine which dates 
back to 1840 and may have been dressed by Queen 
Victoria. The doll was supposed to have been in the 
royal collection and represents one of the queen’s 
bridesmaids at her wedding to Prince Albert.
There are others, many others, in cases in Ms. 
Gibbs’ home, many of them old and all interesting. 
There is one set of four made by a doll-maker who 
portrayed the faces of his four daughters. Many of the 
oriental and eastern dolls are beautifully costumed in 
silks, brocades and other exotic fabrics.
Trelawny is entering his 
third year at UVic and has 
been with the training 
squad since last September.
. He also plays for the UVic 
1st Division team and his 
family says he’s seeking a 
Master’s Degree in English.
In 1977 and 1978 he 
played for the Wanderers.
According to Howe, 
Trelawny is looking for­
ward to officially making 
the national team, which 
will tour Argentia in 1981.
Wendy Gibbs has about 6(X) dolls and when asked if 
she is ever accused of having an arrested childhood, 
she just smiles and says only by people who know 
nothing about dollology.
When you construct a doll from the original concept 
through to the finished product having made every 
part of it, including the kiln-fired porcelain head, 
hands and feet and the clothing, correct as to period 
and usage, it becomes more than a plaything — it 
becomes a work of art.
Ms. Gibbs who lives at 10082 Tsaykum Road, 
R.R.l, Sidney, is becoming well known for her dolls 
and particularly a new creation which simulates the 
children of coastal native Indians. Clothed in wool 
garments knitted by an Indian friend on a nearby 
reserve, the doll-child is strikingly lifelike. So much so 
that when held its body feels like that of a child and its 
head inclines a little — a characteristic of many Indian 
, ,'babies..'
Dollologist Gibbs has no idea what her collection is 
worth and is not particularly interested in that side of 
the picture. She has done much research on the 
historical background of dolls and how they fit into 
the culture of nations and has an extensive reference 
library which she uses as a resource for her in­
vestigations. Her dolls range in antiquity downward 
from fragile 1840 gem though the decades and 
many of them are 50 and 60 years old. An outstanding 
thing about some of the older dolls, Ms. Gibbs says, is 
their durability. They have been broken and mended 
many times and are seemingly as good as new.
Principal helper for Ms. Gibbs is her daugher Leasa, 
15, who does the dolls coiffures (fashioned from 
human hair) and helps her mother in other ways.
. Artist dolls, manufactured totally by the artist, are 
Ms. Gibbs’ interest with the Indian doll in the 
forefront and for these she is accepting some com­
missions but all doll lore is within her field of interest. 
She’s a doll lady who is thinking — perhaps in terms 
of portrait dolls. Why not? she says.
Held at CEMTENNIAL PARK, piLACE DRIVE
CENTRAL SAANICH
AUGUST 2-3-4,1980




Teen Recognition Week 
got underway on Saturday 
with Teen Challenge Day — 
the brainchild of Angie 
Boutin, of Sidney Teen 
Activity Group, and Edith
Le COTEAU FARMS’ “BUY DIRECT FROM THE GROWER”,

















Lanlanas and Tree lontonas 
Hol'house tomatoes.
And now available • 
Canning Tomotoosl
Saunders, of Panorama 
Leisure Centre.
The week is designed to 
bring before the public 
some of the more positive 
aspects of the activities of 
local young people.
The idea received support 
from all three local councils 
who sent North Saanich 
Mayor Eric Sherwood, 
Central Saanich Aid. Dick 
Sharpe and Sidney Aid. 
Howard Norquay along as 
judges.
The ice cream eating 
contest in Beacon Plaza 






This Is run and sponsored by
CENTRAL SAANICH LIONS CLUB
wHh oil boncifits roturnlng to tho Community
Survey
During two. weeks from 
July 31, Peninsula 
Recreation will be con­
ducting a survey in Sidney 
and North Saanich districts 
to determine the ef­
fectiveness of the program 
brochure ns a means of 
distributing information,
In addition, the public's 
opinion will be .sought 
regarding other methods of 
advertising that they feel 
appropriate. Summer staff 
will be visiting door-to-door 
in selected regions, as well 
as collecting information at 
Beacon Plaza,
watermelon eating contest 
were features of the day 
with S.T.A.G. team eating 
its way to the top in the 
form.er.
.Approximately 30 people 
turned out on Saturday 
morning to play seven 
innings of fun-softball. 
Youngest player was Jason 
Flower; most distinguished 
(olde.st) Jim Tedlie; most 
home runs, Bruce Scharff; 
mo.st hits, Trevor Hancock; 
player most likely not to 
make the major leagues, 
Sue Langlois; and umpire, 
Daryl Ashby.
ITS A CRYING SHAME 















□ I support a full moratorium on 
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Commission “arrogant/^ - Sealey
When> Mike Doehnel, 16, stepped 
outside of his home at 8525 Saanich 
Road one day last week there to greet 
him was the biggest mushroom he had 
ever seen — and in an area where 
mushrooms had never grown before. It 
was 14 inches in diameter and stood four 
inches from the ground. He believed it to 





Three Sidney persons 
were handed stiff fines last 
week in Victoria provincial 
court for having more than 
the legal ' limit of sport- 
caught abalone.
Sandra Lee Taylor, 31, 
Taras Cwyk, 32, and David 
Kirby, 34, all of Whidby 
Lane, were found quilty by 
Judge Lome Pearce of 
violating the Pacific 
Fisheries regulation.
The trio was charged 
after fisheries officers 
approached a five-meter 
speedboat near Sidney 
Island Feb. 7 and con­
fiscated 106 abalone.
Under questioning by 
crown counsel Harold 
Turnham during the trial, 
marine biologist A1 Gould 
testified it took 10 to 15 
years for the shellfish to 
grow to the minimum legal 
' size limit of 10 centimetres 
(four inches).
that a commercial 
fisherman approached the 
trio Jan. 24 and spoke to 
them about taking abalone 
in ■ a restricted or closed 
area.
As the trio sped off, the 
court was told the 
fisherman saw three sacks 
of abalone thrown over­
board. He dived down, 
retrieved the sacks, and' 
freed the shellfish.
“It is my view that . 
courts, in some instances, 
have taken a far too lenient 
view,” Pearce said before 
imposing the fines.
Earlier this month', two 
Victoria men were fined a 
total of $8(X) each for ’ 
offering sport-caught 
abalone for sale, possession ' 
of under-sized abalone, and 
having more thandhe legal 
daily limit. :
They had 210 abalone, 25 
of which were under legal
“Arrogant” and 
“irresponsible” were terms 
used by Mayor Norma 
Sealey, speaking on an 
open-line show on Saanich 
Cablevision, to describe the 
regional hospital and health 
planning commission.
Sealey accused com­
mission chairman Charles 
Perkins of ignoring the 
wishes of the elected of­
ficials to whom it should 
answer in its insistance on 
centralized obstetrical and 
pediatric services at a single 
unit where a high level of 
care can be provided.
She said that Perkins 
misled Saanich Peninsula 
residents when he told 
municipal councils that
obstetrics could not be 
stopped at Saanich
Peninsula Hospital and
then failed to get support
on the hospital commission.
The commission is under 
attack by the regional 
hospital board, of which 
Sealey is an executive 
member, because it insists 
on centralization. / 
The board moved 
Wednesday to strip the 
commission, made up of 
representatives from 
municipal councils, hospital 
boards, medical groups and 
the public, of its decision­
making power. The move is 
still subject to provincial 
government approval. 
Perkins has indicated that 
the commission intends to 
stick to its decision to
regionalize pediatric and 
obstetrical care as it views" 
decentralization as a 
mistake.
Sealey said the com­
mission is insensitive to the 
needs of community 
hospitals, such as Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
“Perhaps it is too much 
to expect that they would 
come out of their ivory 
tower to look at our mere 
community hospital,” she 
said on the open-line 
program.
Some of the commission 
members have a vested 
interest in seeing a single 
regional facility, she added.
Dr. Hal Worrall, chief of 
staff at the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, warned 
that if the commission 
succeeded in its plan, the 
peninsula hospital would 
not be paid for handling 
obstetric ' and pediatric 
patients and would be 
forced, for budgetary 
reasons, to send such cases
to the regional Helmcken 
Road hospital.
He felt that peninsula 
general practicioners were 
probably more accustomed 
at handling maternity cases 
than their urban colleagues 
and, thus, more skilled at 
identifying patients at risk.
None of the people on the 
commission seemed to 
know anything about 
“small-town medicine” as 
practiced on the peninsula, 
Worrall said.
“They have left out the 
humanity of childbirth,” he 
commented.






Supervisors Gordon and Leanne Jones bring 
you 9 years pre-school experience and 10 years of 
kindergarten and Grade one experience.
Located at 9830-5th St., across from Shop 
Wise.
For Enrolment phone 656-7334 after 4 
p.m. or at Pals Child Centre in the 






SOUP OF THE DAY 
OR CHEF'S SALAD 
RACK OF LAMB PROVENCALE 










During Auguit 11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip ol beef 
in our new 
dining room.
795person
“Stay with us —
30 Beautifully Appointed Tudor Rooms"
2476 Ml. Nowton X Road 652-1146
On Patricio Bay Highway, 5 Milos from Ferry 









Testimony was also given size.
Centre open daily 9 a.m.
- 4 p.m.
Weekends 1 -4 p.m. 
Evenings? - 10p.m.
For further details please 
phone 656-5537 
PNE trip tickets bn sale 
July 27,1980 
Members are welcome to 
Use the Arts and Crafts 
rooms through the summer 





DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS, FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY TO: • 5:30 / In Dovyntown Sidney Across from Siciney Hotel

































































400 GR. Dog Biscuits 19
LIBBY
32 OZ. 14 OZ.
Stone Wheat Thins «oz^ 1
OLIVES
Cat Food 4tJ1 00
SPRING VALLEY CHICKEN
GOOD & MOIST
MuHiii Mix C' 450 GR.
SUNRYPE
Apple Juice WHITEUBEL IL
Luncheon Meat
wr,....,. . WELCH
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ROYALE RED ROSE





















CLOSE TO BEACON AVENUE. 1600sq. 












BENCHMAN — Federated Co-ops 
Oownle Street Sawmills Division 
requires certified Benchman. Present 
journeyman rate $13.32 per hour plus 
full range employee benefits. Pleose 
forvvard resume to: Dale Hurren. 
Personnel Supervisor, Box l^WO. 
Revelstoke. B.C. VOE2SO. no-32
DOOR5I B.C.'S LOWEST PRICES! 
Conado's largest selection. 
Aluminum windows, doors and 
locksets. Wolker Door (266-1101), 
1366 S.W. Marine Drive, V6P 5Z9. 
North Voncouver (985'9714), 1509 
Garden Ave. V7P 3A5. no-tf
1976 HOLIDAY Sunset '24- Troiler. 
Excellent condition, full bath, heat, 
separate bedroom. $6,200. 652-4726. 
1004-31
SAANICH PENINSULA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION Services for the 
family, individuol, morriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 107- 
9790 Second Street, Sidney. 0637-tf
Coming
Events n
PRIVATE SWIMMING LESSONS 
required by middle aged couple. 
Phone 656*6987. 1023-31
MARINA PARK
Attractive one bedroom 
unit in popular local 
comple.x. Covered balcony. 
Elevator. Controlled en­
trance. Stove and fridge 
included. M.L.S. 531,900.
3RD ST.
Older one bedroom, no step 
home close to Roberts Bay. 
Family room addition only 
3'years old. Privet, includes 
parlor stove, electric range, 
fridge and drapes. M.L.S. 
547,900.
SAANICHTON
Very attractive single level 
townhouse, Approx. 1000 
sq. ft. of living area. Living 
room with brick fireplace, 
dining room with sliding 
glass door to yard, 2 
bedrooms, skylight over 
main entry, double glazed 
windows. Carport. 561,900 
MLS.
JIM JONES 656-4597 
KAI JACOBSEN 656-2257
JOURNEYMAN MECHANICS wanted 
immediately. Full medicol. dentai 
and life insurance benefits. Top 
wage. Contoct service Monoger at 
Inland Kenworth Soles, 665 Notre 
Dame Dr., Kamloops V2C 5N0, Phone 
374-4406. no-32
MILLWRIGHT, certified or uncertified.
Union rote. Shift work. Stort im­
mediately. Apply in writing to: Bolco 
Industries Ltd., Box 39. Merritt, B.C. 













REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY • two ad­
vertising salesmen by West Centro! 
Soskotchewan group of weeklies. 
Previous experience preferable, not 
necessary. Wage plus commission. 
Ca[l or write: Stewort Crump. P.O. 
Box 1150, Kindersley. Sask. SOL ISO 






Pork, Veal and 
Freezer Cut.
For information, call 
381-6621 or 479-0465 
0701-tf
WANTED Private moorage for 16' 
fishina boot by non-drinker, non- 




THERE WILL BE PARTIES for all 
Jockeys who porticipoted in the 
Summer Reading Derby sponsored by 
the Sidney ond Brentwood branches 
of the Voncouver Island Regional 
Librory The porty for children who use 
the Brentwood bronch is on Wed­
nesday. August 13th from 2:00 until 
3:30 p.m. The Sidney party will be on 
Fridoy. August 15th. also from 2:00 
until 3 30. Children ore osked to meet 




12’ INFLATABLE boot. Cologhori- 
Ghigi. plus 18 H.P. Johnson out­
board. Both in Immoculote condition. 
SI ,500 or best offer. 642-4894, 1027-
31
SPORTS EDITOR WANTED to join 
mojor Lower Moinlond community
PHOENIX FENCING, choin link 




1 year old 2 bedroom 
(master ensuite) no step 
home in Sidney. Company 
size living room, dining 
room (with heatilator 
fireplace). Attached garage. 






2444 Beacon Ave. 
j Sidney; b;G; 656-1154
y SPACIOUS '\v
:;'L'yy.;NOSTEpyv;';';:; v.;
Less than a year old and 
shining like a new pin this 
home consists of living 
room with fireplace, dining 
area, bright kitchen, three 
bedrooms, bathroom and 
separate utility room. 
Aluminum siding exterior. 
Close to shopping area. 
Quick possession, Asking 
566,900.
Eric Graham 656-4489
PAT BAY SEAVIEWS 
2 lots one behind the other 
on West Saanich Rd. Old 
summer cottage on one. 
Some magnificent trees. 
75,000 for both. 50,000 for 
the front lot. MLS.
CURTEISPT 
Superb 2 bedroom home. 
Close to Marinas and 
ferries. This home offers 
sunken living room, plenty 
of cedar finishing, big 
sundeck with pool plus a 
separate garage or 
workshop, 5 .years old and 
•immaculate. MLS. Asking 
5135,000.
' VACANT ' •
2 bedroom no step home in 
Sidney. Fireplace in the 
living room, convenient 
laundry area off kitchen. 
All ■ appliances included. 
"Located 'next to a park. 
MLS.56i,000. y :
-« '^ ,y;DEANPARK;.yy ;, ;y
Delightful executive home 
'with all the amenities you 
would expect plus some you 
wouldn’t. Cal! now for 
more information on this 
e.xclusive listing.
GROCERY STORE 
Known as Pat Bay Grocery. 
The asking price of $67,000 
■includes the 50 x 127 lot, 
1083 sq. ft. building plus all 
the stock and equipment. 
This is a unique op­
portunity for one or two 
people.
FOR RENT
1,000 sq. ft. prime office 
_ space, 3 year lease, on 









1 Customer Services Clerk - 
Administration & 1 Tellei 
required to work Saturday 
and 2-4 days a month.
Must have some .Bank 
experience - but will train tc 
suit position. Please' 
contact: Jim Marshall, 
.Admin. Manager.
■ 656-7221
newspoper. Must be oggressive. self- 
motivated. Successful opplicont will 
hove oboul two yeors experience In 
community newspoper sports and 
will be able to maintain number one 
sports section. Experience on VDT's 
on osset but not essential. Prime 
consideration will be skill excellence 
and willingness to work with first 
role news team. Excellent benefits, 
top rates. Apply Box '160. c/o 
BCYCNA. 1004. 207 West Hastinqs 
St.. Vancouver, B.C. V6B 1H7.
WOODCARVINGSi Sculpture, Gifts, 
Souvenirs. Fomily business 
estoblished 17 years. Send $1.00 for 
well illustrated catalogue, refun­
dable with order. Write: Carvings, 
Box776, Nelson. B.C. VU5R4. no-31
Home Services
GARDEN TILLER, rotory type; 
lownmower, reel type; toble saw; 
electric saw; picture frame cutter 
with 27" bocksaw; 2 cor tires with 
rims.l snow. 1 regulor treed. 656- 
1810. No Soturday calls. 0956-31
na-33'
l.M.E. REQUIRES AM ENGINEERING 
ASSISTANT for material take-offs, 
cutting lists, ond pattern inking. 
Candidate must be proficient in 
-blueprint reading, while some 
drofting ability and a knowledge of 
steel fabrication would be on asset. 
Solory determined by quolificotions. 
Send resume to: Bill Kazakoff. 
Interior Mill Equipment Ltd., Box 758, 
Grand Forks. B.C. VOH 1HO. no-32
IS YOUR FREEZER overflowing with
fruit ond produce? You con have 
more spoce when you dry your food 
the EQUl-FLOW WAY. Economical 
and nutritious, your family will love 
you for it. Coll today at 658-5042. 





Owner Wilf Dorman gives 





Don’t go BEFORE you see 
us for MEDICAL & 
HOSPITAL INSURANCE 
COVERAGE. It costs so 
little and it’s so important. 




2354 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney.
MR. a MRS. VERN GORDON an- 
nouoce the forthcoming morriage of 
their doughler. Sherry, to Mr. 
William Ross Lindley. son of Mrs, 
Albert William Lindley. The wedding 
will take ploce on Saiurdoy. August 
2nd. Holy Trinity Church. Sidney,
1033-31
MT. WORK Regionol Pork (Durronce 
Lake), holding Sunday afternoon 
nature wolks from August 3rd to 31st. 
ot 2:30 p.m. For informotion on 
Sunday walks or ony other scheduled 
walks, phone 478-3344 between 0 
o,m.-4p.m., nQ-35
Despite floundering for 
20 minutes in the middle of 
Nanaimo Harbor trying to 
change a malfunctioning 
engine. Sidney RCMP still 
finished first in the race for 
the police trophy in the 
annual Nanaimo Bathtub 
Race.'
It was the first time the 
local Mounties have won 
the coveted trophy — and 
in only their third year of 
participation.
AIRTIGHT .STOyES, liropjoce inserts, 
pipes, brushes, accessories, etc. We
Work Wanted
hove it all for your fireplace. See us 
at Marino Court. Sidney Fireploce 
Shop. 9843 2nd St. Sidney. 656-3831. 
0458-tf ;
GARDEN SERVICE - Pruning. 










MOST PHASES of gardening and 
iondscoping • olso garden 
design. Coll Charles Voutrin. 656- 
1595 offer 5 p.m. 10-tf
WANTED • 4 motching older wooden
kitchen choirs.. Please call 658;8810 
after 6 p.m. .
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. 








The largest one ’ stop 
Equipment Rental Yard on 
the Saanich Peninsula. 
Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.,




OVER THE PHONE-FAST 
Phone THE'LAW SHOPPE TOLL FREE 
112- 800-663-3035 (in Vancouver area 
call 687-2442) Chorgex and 
Masterchorge accepted "Legal Help 
You Con Afford" no-tf
FOUND, GREY and white female 
kitten, approx. 10 weeks old, 
housebroken. Neor Porklonds 
school. 656-0074.
BABY GRAY COCKATIEL, 
area. 656-3314. na-30
The four-man squad 
included John Walker, as 
driver, and three mates in 
the escort boat — Joe 





Phone THE LAW SHOPPE 
TOLL FREE 112-800-663-3035 (in 
Vancouver area coti 687-2442) 
Charges and MoslercHorge accepted 
"Legal Help You Con Alford" no-tf
Pets & 
Livestock
WE REQUIRE AN ^Automotive Jour­
neyman for large car and truck 
Dealership in Northern Alberto. We 
offer stoble employment, group 
benefits and an effective hourly rate 
of $12.25 per hour. Community offers 
excellent : living conditions, full 
recreotion focilitles and excellent 
economy. Successful applicant must . 
possess a Journeyman's License, be 
in good heoltb and hove the bbUity to 
organize work, . diagnose,,properly ;. 
and work weir,wlth others. A full 
compliment of : working tools is 
required.. Phone Brian Lewis at oreo 
. code (403) 532-0865 between 1 p.m. 
to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday. For,full 
details writei'Mr. Lewis c/o Trum­
peter Pontiac Buick. 12300 - lOO St., 
Grohde Prairie, Alta. T8V 4H7, "Th's 







Again available for 
Sidney and; surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at rea.sonal)le 
prices.
Also excellent crews, 
available for larger jobs.
656-3744
1979. MGB LIMITED Edition, overdrive. 
19.000 Kilometres. Excellent con- 
.dition, , $10,300. Phone 477-4788 
before 10 a.m. ond after6 p^m. nc-31
attention LADIESl If you ore 
unable to leove your home to shop 
for clothes, I will come to yours with, 
o private showing of our fashions. 
Pleose coll 'Monique Nickerson. 
Fashion Consultant for Le Jome 
Fashions. 656-0208. 0999.tf
GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES. Top 
world bloodlines. Guard or fornily. 
dogs. Excellent opportunity. $125. - 
one insert only • clip out! Phone 246- 
3800. na-30
The Olympia police team 
finished second, beating out 
last year’s winner, Saanich 
police.
The local police entry 
finished a respectable 57th 
out of 126 entries in the 
overall event, and would 
have wound up closer to the 
top had it not had engine 
trouble at the starting line.
1970 MGB 75.000 miles'. Extra motor 
ond soft top. Some spore ports. 






1976 VOLKSWAGEN Rabbit. 2.door, 4 
speed Excellent condilion. $4,100. 
.479.3938, 1017-31
1965 KENWORTH CONVENTIONAL 
TANDEM 318 GiM.C.'S^nd ,4 tran­
smission, ~ 44,000 lbs;'’* Redr-ends.
Rubber block, good rubber. Engine, 
transmission needs some; work. 
Offers. Phone Rapid Transfer. Oliver 
498-2535. na-31




Responsible, mature. com- 
passionate people. To help those 
who cannot always help 
themselves.
Should have cor, Some evening, 





ODD JOBS WANTED in Centrol end 
North Soonich by two strong, rolioble 
students with pickup truck, chain- 
sow lownmower, and hand tools. 
Phone 652-2647. nc-31
BEAUTY SALON on beoutiful Tsunr 
shine coost. home of C.B.C.'s Becsch- 
combers. Locoted on main street of 
Sechelt, this thriving business has.4 
work stations, room for expansion. 
95% regulor cusforpers, over $67,000 
gross soles. One hour from Von­
couver. Terms ovailoble at $17,000. 
Coll Rita Percheson toll free 609-5B38. 
homo 885-5706. NA-TF
COALDALE, ALBERTA and 
surrounding district will celebrate 
HOMECOMING 1980'August 1 : 4. All 
^ , former residents invited. Contoct; 
--' Homecoming, : .Box,' 404. Cooldole,
; Alto.TOKOLO. " - 'v. :
BROWN. Boyd and Kelly (nee 
Yearwood) ore pleased to onnounce 
the birth of their daughter. Margaret 
Paige, 7 lbs. 5 ozs. on July 3. 1980 at 
Prince Rupert Generol Hospitol, o 
sister for . Douglas Koon; Proud 
grondporenfs ore. Bob and Irene 
Brown of Surrey, B.C.^and Doug ond 
Peggy Yeorwood of Dolphin Rood, 
Sidney.
Nevertheless, the squad 
Still finished 25. minutes 
ahead of their time last year . 
— reaching Vancouver in 
I'A hours.
The team was sponsored , 
by Sandown Racetrack, 
Owen and Sons Cash , 
Registers' and Sidney 
Propellor." ; ; T- ■
1029-31
YOUNG.MAN WITH pickup willing to 
do anything, i.e. light houling, etc. 
Honest, courteous, reliable. 
Reasonable rotes. 656-5441. 0990-35
MOTHER OF2Vj year old would like 
to bobysit 2 year old or up. Loving 
care and good lime. 652-4305. 0996-
31
YARD SALE at 1996 John Road, across 
from North Saanich School. A little bit 
of everything, books, gomes, puz­
zles, clothing, dishes and some 
furniture. Gates will open at 10 o.m. 
shorp. No eorly birds.1015-31
TWO BAY CAR WASH with 
pumps. 30,000 square f
gas 
jet,
floodlights, two vacuum cleaners. 
Main business rood. Apply in writing 
to: The Tribune, c/o Box 371, 188 
North 1st Ave,, Williams Loke. B.C. 
V2GlYfl, no-Sl
yoga RETREAT WITH BABA HARI 
DABS. Share 5 glorious, doys In 
O/omo. B.C. leorning the ancient 
system of Ashtanga Yoga August 13 • 
18. $90.00 ($60.00 children). For 
informotion write: Dharmasoro 
Retreat, #801. 2277 West 2nd Ave.. 
Vancouver, B.C. V6K 1H8. Phone 533- 
2312or536*1061. no-31
19 YEAR OLD student looking for 
gardening and odd jobs. Hard 
working and oxporionced, Phono 
Harold. 652-1688. 1005-31
BEST-EVER Children's book sole. 
Comics, paperbock's, magazines, 
9363 Webster Place, 9:00 Q.m. on 
Saturday August 2nd. No eorly birds. 
1012-31
THE CENTRAL SAANICH 4H Poultry 
Club will be holding a bottle drive in 
the Deep Cove lo Curteis Point Area 
on Wednesdoy gvening. July 30. 
People wishing for bottles to be 
picked up outside these areas ore 
asked to phone 656-6030. nc-31
SIDNEY INDUSTRIAL
Almost 4 acre prime in­
dustrial land, fully .serviced. 
Higliway exposure • can be 
Mibdivided, Full Price 
5200.(X)0,
PANHANDLE LOT lor tale, Sidney 
oreo. ConlocI 556.6379 , 0985.35
WO ADJOINING COMMERCIALLY 
jonod loU in Sidney, Highwoy view, 
toparalo lanoway at reor. Only I 
block Irom Deacon Ave. Ideal bolding 
properly and pricod for quick lole by 
owner Phono 656,5 4 41 during olfice 
houri, ' 0867.31
TATLOW& LAUREL
3/4 acre treed land on 







2 bedroom plus in-law 







Delight ful no-slep 
bungalow .3 hedrooms - I'/s 
bathrooms. Designed for 
low maintenance on level 
easy - care lot of almost half 
an acre in quiet area of fine 
homes. I'catures include 
attractive fireplace in living- 
room, dishwasher, gar- 
boraior and skylight in 
large kitchen. Thermopunc 






lANDlORD WILL GIVE «>c»ll*nl 
ral«r>r\L«i tar 26 y*ar old ilngl* 
woman Hinchar rnoulrlng oc- 
commodolion by Snplamhar III, 
Abflv» avaragp cor# ol your hom». 
collag# or lull# guoianiwtd, lan­
dlord, 41), tOI4.3t
SMALL MOUlErCOnAOt wonIwJ by 
handyman, Non-«mok»r, willlt'o lo 
li> up tor mainrial (oti only. By 
5»pl«mh*r hi, 652 3443 or 663'9977, 
lOIIOI
lARCf COMFORTAIU ROOM.
kluh»n ond hnlhing lacilHi«i. ihar* 





Comlorlublc family home 
in quid 
bedrooms
S IlDROOM Duntx, Sidiwy oi*o 
wilh bn»«ni#iM in.low lulU ll 
i»quii«J. Nn pen. Releroni'e* 
pletne, Aunilnblt* Auginl 23 or 




Clerk V (Executive 
Secretary): Applications
will be received by the. 
undersigned from suitably 
qualified persons for the 
position of Executive 
Secretary to the Superin­
tendent of Physical Plant, 7 
hours per day, 12 months 
per year. Tills position 
requires a person with 
superior stenographic skills, 
the ability to type a 
ininimum of 80 wpm and 
lake shoribaiul at the rate 
of 100 wpm, the ability to 
be tactful and to have a 
broad understanding of 
communication skills and 
personnel rclatlonsbips, 
This person will be required 
to work with a minimum of 
supervision in a wide range 
of secretitrii'il, personnel 
management and budget 
related arcus,
Salary range 1980 is $7.45 
to $8,10 per hour. 
7Spplicfiiioii forms and job 
deseripiion are available 
from the School Board 
Office, telephone 656-1 111, 
(,'losing date lor ap­
plications is Friday, August 
8, 1980 at 12 o'clock noon. 
- R.S, Ingram, Secretary- 
Treasurer, School District 
No. 63 (Saanich). P.O. Box 






FIREWOODS cut to order. Cedar 
Poili, and roili, Soletl Iroe lolling. 
656-4213,' OSlOtl
INSTRUCTION IN PIANO, orgon, 
guitar and occordlon. All levels, all 
ages, doss ond privalo, Coll for more 
inlormollori, lonn Copeland Music 
Ceniro, 7174A West Soonich Road. 
Brenlwood Day, 652-4512. 1009-11
SALE I RECONDITIONED GENERATOR 
SET. Ford 192 C.I.D; 4 cylinder, 22.5 
K.W. 3 phase, Gonorolor Set 
S4 800.00,
NEW ■ Pincor 3 KW $550,00: PIncor 
4KW $725.00 All Federal ond 
Provincial laxos exira. Other now 
and rocondilionod gonerolor sels 
ovailablo. Industrial Engines Lid., 
8975 Ook St,, Vancouver D.C, V6P 
4BB Phono256-4126. no-OI
THE DOGWOOD TRAILER Club will 
hold a roily a) Port Albernl, August 
Isl. to August 4lh. There will be o pot 
luck supper Sunday night and o 
poncoke-sousogo btooklost on 
Monday. For lurlher intormolion 
phono 478-9350 or 384.3991. nc-31
PENINSULA AFTER FIVE Chrislions 
Womens Club dinner ol iho Sidney 
Travelodge, August I lib. 7;00 • 9:00 
p m. $7,50 Reservations necessary 















A bid of $506,882, for 
the second phase of the 
water distribution system in 
this area, was approved on 
Monday night by Sidney 
council,
Successful bidder was 
Gosal Bros, Contracting 
Ltd,, of Vancouver. It will 
cover installation and 
replacement of mains in an 
area north of Beacon 
Avenue in Sidney and is 
pan of a three-phase 
distribution plan.
CLARK ENTERPRISES, Low prico 
loclory solyag® gloss. Cut 'o slid. 24 
Ol. 75c squoio loo* 32 Ol , $1.25. 
3 16, $1.50, ' . ' plolo, $1.75, Brcinio 
lini. 24 oit, $1.00:3.16, $2.00, Works 
01 roar of Sloggs lumbor, 5lh Sireol, 
9'idnwy Op.tri Moo Frl 12 30 - 4 
p.m, Soiurdoy 0 o.m. - 12 noon. 656- 
6656 . 0944.36
BUIlDINOf Thormo windows, on» S 
• IW04 X 6. Cult656-446B 1032-31 
ADMIRAL 30” whilo slovo, 2 yuan 











Dll RANGE, complulu, Walking 
rondllicin, $50 . 656-67 8 6 nllor 5 p.m, 
099j!J^^ _ ____________ _
t8TTo'''coTico'pror wiiirpioTiTc
ilomi). sopil liliur. vacuum, loddur 
and splor panul, Dull ollur, 695.2694. 
ioia-;n
GUITAR l,l$SON$ ovoiloblu locally ol 
Ihn English Muilc Sludio. Folk, rock 
clossital and |oii. Coll Gil oi 656-2343 
01656 4739. • ““'A
$AIEI RE-CONDITIONED FORD 
MARINE onginus, kool cooled ■ 300 
C.I.D, 6 cylinder gasoline 165 h.p - 
$1988,00 ■ 363 C.I.D. 6 cylinder
diesel 100 h.p, $4422,00: • 363 C.I.D. 
Turbo-inlercoolod diesel 180 h.p 
$7960.00 All provincial and loderol 
tuxus excluded, Insliumunit and 
mnrine gears exiro. Other pew and 
re condliionod .engines avaUoble. 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINES Lid., 8975 Ook 
St., Vancouver V6P 488 Phone 266-
4126, __ ________ T'aJI
H0U$IB0AT$ DUAL use Water or 
Cotniwi Be o Oeoler Invesimeni only 
Disploy Unil: John's Morkeling, 3105 - 
30lh Aye,, Vernon, B.C, VIT 2C4 
Phone 542 53.56, na-31
Ffirni Supplies
CUIUOAN AUTOMATIC water 
solinner and conditioner 656-3201., 
I006-:1I
TIME FDR A NIW WANDROIE or 
somolhlng pretty lo wear? Coll 
Monique Nukerson, Foshlan Con- 





BICYCLE Rally Rompor MX $90: 
kllclien sill, $45: eletlrlc Inwnmower, 
$25, tinsi alter on those things, 656- 
'7863, 1031-31
ATTENTION OOlflR$, OOlf CIUB$
Power tons lor solo, 1975 HoiTey- 
Dovldsons, $1 400.00 1977 t-Z-Ooei 
$1850. SUMAC Ooll Club, Box 514, 
Summerlnnd, D.C. VOH UO, Phone 













ACCOMMODATION trOUIRTO an 
Soonich Pomnsulo by iingle lady 
leochetondfol, 656 574}, 1013 ,$1
AVAlUIlt NOW, 3 bedroom mobile 
Ixnne in Mull pork. Minimum uge 4$ 
yeors, No children, no pets. 1 yeor 
Inose, Fridge, iioye, w'wr, 2 brjihi. 
656 39J8 or 656 4577 iOO}-35
COIISTBUCTIOH lAtOUBTRS 
requirrxj, Experienced otxi unex- 
penented 6S6 60,33, Phone beiween 
9o.m, »iid li o.m; ___ __ 
RliTAU?'a?ANi'NO''womn^
|A-| aeuK, 056 4JC.(, ( pTT-l T’
URINI-ERAIE saves cnrpelst
Goornniees lemovat dog, cm, human 
urifie sinins ndori Irpm carpels Free 
brochure, ' Dept. 'A', Reideil 
ChomUnls lid . Box 7600 toiwtori.
______ no3l
liuti I’lAHOV, Upriglill ciiul Gioiius. 
North Americon mokes. Rebuilt or oi 
IS Denier inquiries welcome. Low 
prices. Phceie onylime, AMioistord. 
B C.859 5529fltB59-89M,. no 31
Key's Boogie 
Sound Centre
Marina Court, offer.s 
store private lessons 

















ISW Roberts Uil. 
Duncan
IMione John at 746-4766
Motorcycles
0)38-30
t OR3 EEOIlOOM iviluye. butigu-uw, 
duplex, or bouse onywhete in 
Soomeh, beginning ns loort oi 
possible tor employed urttverilly 
gindutilo Pleas* toll Suss nl 656- 
2940 or 656-1)76, r3979.3)
RtSPOMIIMI ADULT )o look oiler 2 
girls, riged 2 and 4. Gieenglode 
school oieo, Tuestkiy In Fndoy, 9 30
II,, 1(1 3 30 s-III. 6:,6 2t4:it I0U..3I
GM DLALiAkhif leicui.es buiyii-Uit. 
$1200 per hour, good henelili, 
Cortind $lon (403) }27-5;i32 rtnys or 
(403) 237 2450 eveninqs, Innisiml. 
Alto, 00 31
ITRIP PRINTER ,90 wilh 10 lanli ol 
Inroe type. Ayoilobte immedicilely. 
Extelleni condilion, Any reosonoble 
oiler considered.
COV.l'U WPinh JUNIOR 
tftndiiion All gears glut StilmiiNpi. 
Vilitl otrepi ony reasonoWt oiler, 
Ayniiivble immediately. Merrill 
Hetrtid Box 9. Merrill, BC. VOK 
2BO, Phone 378.4341, na-St
7} HABIBY DJkVIOiON lor sole
$5.000.479.0693. .......MLI'
BLACK HAlP-IIAUItl k'lHeni. 2 
monlhs old, iemoles. Free lo good
Ivomes 652-1,T27. __ ,,;nc-.1l
PRTi'i'i To o good home, "Superior" 
kiilens, pon $iameie, 652-4CI63,
)C08 31   1.;
ENoilni’
The Farm AHiome 
Producers Supply Store 
•Help us Help You-
PARMiSS . COMMERCIAt 
GROWERS PURCHASING SIR- 




C.CA POSTS - SIDING
Thu weeks ptlc* gelveelied 99t 
30 Ouage < Coloured St,A3 30 
Ouogel, Irelght.





GAME Bortllei tree Fo' 
sole Silver AEorten rnbbiH breeding 
slork only. Coll eveningi, E,53-1910.
1020 ai
II THtIf ANYONE Inleretied in 10- 
speed iMringV Age opptox 40 ■ 50 
Drry It'ps, Amlniriy newntih* spar) 
to6»74. 0993 31
AN OUTSTANDING 
COUNTRY ESTATE I I «
ijl
This superbly situated Colonial Style rcskienec is located at Elk Lake (nbaut 1.3 km
from Victuria ik 22 km from Sidney). Set in a bcmiiifully landscaped 0,712 lieciarcs
(1,78 in;,) v.itb ea'.y accevT to ih-; take, The house offers a large reception hall, large 
living and dining rooms with a southern outlook; modern kitchen with bar h-q 
rccrcaiiott/billiard room; four bedrooms (one basement) - mn,sier bcdioom wlib 
fireplace and drstssing room; four bailirooms. Thcie is also a heated greenhouse, a 
sepciuie siutlio ittHl a Uiiildmg vuiiable as )) stulilc lot hoises, Dus very spccia 
residence is being offered at $265,000,00
1^1,
' if'T,
Viewing by appointment with 
PETER NASH ,598-3321/592-7819









2412D Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-5551
WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST’
ACCOUNTANT























4903 Bellcrest Place 
Victoria, B.C.
Bookkeeping to trial balance, 
payrolls, write-up work. One time 














2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.






Renovations - Concrete 































“From Estimate to 
Installation- 
Three Weeks!














Residentail. Commercial and 
Goll Course Conslruclion.
























Duct work, Chimneys, 
Boilers, Oil Stoves. 










9812 - 4th St., Sidney
SIDNEY GUtSS
Morins, Auto & Sofoty Glois 























“Big or small 
we svill do them all”









•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 


















9(xi • 6 on
7226 Soomount Clow 
Soonichlon 653-32®5
Electrical




SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER tINES





Serving Sidney, Brentwood ond 
Soonich Peninsula, from Victorio 
doily, Prompt and officiont.
marine ENGINES 
DIESEL AND GA5 , 
Complotc Instoliotions 
rebuilding exhaust systems.For 
pleasure, commertiol and fishing 
boots, 656-5633
A & B BOAT TOPS
























Alto Hauling, Will dollvpt on» to 






































9807 '-5th STREET 
SIDNEY, B.C.
7mli j^itten ,S.tljii
All l'hii«".nl Skin 
And Unit Cun.'. 
SiHviiili/iii|i m Aldf Vein 
ARcdti'ii,
l'n0M:65f,-U.T,l 
]II4- 2405 lli'uuin A.f. 
Slil.li',
/1,//I.Y HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS













Govdtnmpnl c«rlill«d latlinitian 





Fence Posts; Digging, SO 
in. Roiovutor. Prompt, 













• LONGTIME 1 
I SIDNEY IIUILDER 1
I Now specializing inj 
I finishing carpentry, i 
1 cabinet:, and built ins, j 
j rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
1 additions -- no job loo |
Ismall,


































TOOL RENTALS LTD, 
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and Hack hoe work,

























Today has been a scorcher, and we have noticed that 
more and more of the plants seem to be wilting in the 
licat . , , things like snapdragons and godeiia are limp, 
and my precious broccoli looks positively ill.
Yesterday wc made a really ridiculous construction 
of fencing wire over the lop of .the plants . . . sort of 
tent fashion . . . and 1 put hay over the top to provide 
filtered sunlight, to sec if this would help. For a while 1 
thought wc had the problem licked, but this evening 
the leaves are hanging down to the ground again, so 1 
am bafllcd. Maybe it is root maggots after all and I 
can kiss those broccoli plants “good-bye”. It seems to 
me that they can go on only so long wilting and 
recovering during the night before they just give up 
and die.
I don’t believe it is root maggots at all. If it were the 
plants would droop and never recover — so it has to be 
something else. 1 have a terrible feeling that these are a 
winter variety of broccoli, never designed to grow at 
this time of year at all, being developed to grow when 
the weather is cooler. Live and learn!
1 also put in spinach in late June . . . something I 
will not bother with again — crazy as I am about 
spinach. 1 did try the New Zealand spinach, planted in 
May, but the germination was so erratic 1 took the hoe 
and “did in” the few plants that showed up and 
planted ordinary spinach in the same bed. It ger­
minated beautifully but already it is going to seed . . .
what the seasoned gardeners call “bolted”. Tomorrow
night, hot or not, we are eating spinach, flower heads 
and all!
Now I have some vacant space in the garden to put 
fn, what? Well, there is always lime for more radishes,, 
some lettuce, maybe a row of peas, or maybe the 
whole area should be planted to the winter vegetables 
which, in this heat, should be up in a matter of'days 
. . . things like broccoli (maybe it is worth another 
try), winter cabbage, brussel sprouts, cauliflower and 
leeks. Certainly it is much too early to have vacant 
spaces in your vegetable garden.
It rather scares me when vegetables don’t do well. 
We need everything we can possibly grow ourselves to 
pul aside for winter. Perhaps my mother frightened 
me with the story about the squirrels putting aside T 
food for rainy days/... . something certainly made^a... 
/greatimpressiononmeiri.myyouth.lmustadmittoa; 
severe Yhang-up” abouf canning, freezing, and other- 
methods of winter storage. I feel we can’t expect tp' 
continue to gel all our food from California during the 
cold weather . . . Surely if the “crunch” came they 
would feel that the American population should be fed 
first. I suppose one will always be able to buy food, 
but at a staggering price , . . rather like oil from the 
O.P.E.C. nations. Sorry about this! ' ' ^
Perhaps we live in the wrong spot, and that is why 
there are so few bees. The other evening we had fish ’ 
for dinner, and wc had our meal out on the patio. La.st 
year we would have had a fight from the first mouth- 
full with the wasps, and by the time we were half 
finished be peering nervously at each bite, in terror of 
swallowing a hornet. Last evening we were visited by 
ONE wasp, who gingerly surveyed the situation, and' 
hastily departed for home, having, no doubt, been 
warned that every wasp, was vital to the survival of the 
hive, and that he was under NO circumstances to take 
any chances, not even for fish!
Even our humming-bird feeder, usually a fast-food- 
ouilct for any passing insect, has been standing there 
forlorn, neglected by birds, bees, and ants. Probably it 
is about lime to stake your begonias. . . these summer 
winds can break begonias off right at the base. If you 
arc going to slake them, try pushing the stake in about 
two inches away from the plant (begonias have a small 
root system), and tic them loosely with a strip of nylon 
slocking. Also lime to stake your chrysanthemums, if 
you didn’t do it wiien you planted them. With these, 
put tlic stake about three or four inches away from the 
base of the plant, and again tic loosely wilh a strip of 
nylon hose,
GRANT APPRO VED 
WITH A CATCH
The provincial gover- 
nmeni has approved a 
planning grant of nearly 
$7,750 for Ccnit al Saanich, 
Hut the only catch is the 
work must be completed 
before the grant will be 
avujlable, and llial could be 
touch and go,
Central Saanich has 
asked for Sll,6(H) to cover 
three planning programs; a 
detailed plan for 
Saanichton la be an 
amendment to the ofllcial 
community plan; a revision
of the zoning bylaw, and a 
revision of the subdivision 
bylaw.
Zoning com mi nee 
chairman George 
Macl'arlurte told council llie 
complete revision of the 
zuiiiiig bylaw is u “big 
job’’,
MHol'’arlanc said he .sees 
no problem with the 
subdivision bylaw, but 
more lime will be needed 
for the Saanichton 
propo.sal,
He will report on 
planning progress by Sept,
Tumaio plants arc making lots of green growth and 
blossoms itow, with the exception of the 'TiitiTianna” 
and the “Bonnie Best’’. The latter have one iniss of 
blooms eacli timl not a sign of fiult, Tlic leader Is still 
“Salt Spring Island Sunrise’’, boasting a total of six 
small green fruits, the largest the size of a golf ball.. . 
Iiowever, it is still a long wliilc before Imrvest time, 
aiid sonic of the tomatoes, supposed to fruit earlier, 
maycatehup.
Any of ytni wlio have Martha Washlngiqn 
geraniums (pelargoniums) whiclt aren’t blooming 
lerrlhly well sliould move them into full sun .. . they 
seem to love it.
I have been doing some rend),ng recently about 
clematis, those most bcautifnl of vines. One very 
informative article suggests that you should apply a 
handful of lime twice a year, and a top dressing of 
bonemeal once a year. These lovely things arc heavy 
feeders, and have an extensive root system, so if you 
are lucky enough lo possess a clematis or two, do keep 
it watered and fertilize periodically with 6-8-6 or some 
other good garden feriillzcr. We have a lovely 
clematis, which has bloomed steadily for well over a 
month, and is still covered with buds, that had a prior 
stun ill life. We planted it behind a shrub (everyone 
knows they need their roots in the shade!) and it Just 
sulked , . . wliat few flowers it did produce were 
insignilicatii pale mauve tilings, It very obviously, 
li.acLl it:. HiL':iiioii, ,V/c fitially took pity on It and 
moved it around to the back of the house, and rather 
uiHcrcmonioiisly plunked ll Into a hole, not much 
caring if it lived or died, It couldn’t have been more 
pleased, Wc have been rewarded tar (n excess ol 
anyihlng we deserved ,,. I feel npiiic gitllty when 1 
look at its profusion and beauty^ The flowers are 
much larger and even ilie color Is clearer and much 
more vivid and lo think we might have lost it, iiHue 
from neglect than anything else. For shame!
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Tucker receives welcome home greeting 
from Anne Mayhew.
Nine days after taking off 
on a spur-of-the-moment 
holiday, “Tucker” is home 
safe and sound.
Tucker is a young 
Australian cockatiel with a 
yellow crest and red cheek 
spots. He belongs to Review 
advertising representative 
Anne Mayhew, of Cordova 
Bay, and when he took off 
for a summer jaunt.
Mayhew thought he was 
gone for good.
“He goes outside all the 
time,” e.xplained Mayhew, 
because his flight feathers 
had been clipped. However, 
unknown to either Anne or 
her husband, Roy, Tucker’s 
feathers grew in.
And one day, instead of 
nosediving when he went to 
take off,. Tucker went
straight up — as much a 
surprise to himself as the 
Mayhews.
“He hung around for 
three days, then disap­
peared,” said Mayhew. 
“We thought the crows had 
gotten him.”
But they hadn’t. Tucker 
had simply flown further 
down the road to Fable 
Cottage Estates where 
tourists took photographs 
of him and marvelled at the 
variety of B.C. birdlife.
But then one day things 
got a little tight for Tucker. 
The large white cat that also 
calls Fable Cottage home 
grabbed him in the parking 
lot.
But Tucker resisted and 
created .such a ruckus, 10- 
year-old Rick Smith who 
was placing bumper stickers 
on tourist cars, heard the 
noise and came to his 
rescue.
Margo Banks at Aquatiel 
Pet Shop on Beacon 
Avenue for safekeeping.
The Mayhews had since 
placed a notice in the 
newspaper about the lost 
bird, and Banks saw it and 
returned Tucker back 
home.
Tucker is allowed outside 
again, now that his wings 
have once more been 
clipped, but he’s wilder and 
saucier than ever after his 
brief taste of freedom — 





Continues from Page 1 
just won’t travel in the “crummy” 
weather we were getting earlier this year, 
■^she said.'■
Sidney Hotel ; manager Dennis 
Paquette says his business has been 
down 50 per cent so far this summer — 
and points directly to the failure.of the 
Washington State Ferries to put on two 
runs from Anacortes. ;
' 'He' says it ]s costing:businesses here 
clo.se to f ib.bOb for every day the second 
ferry does not run — adding up to more 
than $45b,bb0 losteven if the ferry 
comeson when scheduled, Aug. 3.





Columbia will be closed on 
Monday, Augu.st 4, in 
observation of the B.C. 
Day holiday.
There will be no mail 
deliveries on this holiday, ■ 
with the exception of 
special delivery items.
Street letter box 
collections will be made on 
a "Sunday Service" basis. 
Full postal service will 
resume Tuesday, August 5.
second run for so long, there will be a 
lag until tourists begin to get used to the 
run again — causing further dollars to 
be lost to local merchants.
But the Anacortes ferry, though a 
prime cause of the; reduced tourist 
season, doesn’t take the full blame. The 
weather and sacking of the Marguerite, 
are other factors that have contributed, 
Paquette pointed out,;
; Nevertheless, it should be interesting 
to see at the end of the;year just what 
effect the ferry, the weather, and Mount 
St. Helen’s have had on the Sidney 
economy — when businessmen look at 
their profit/loss figures for the year.
On Vancouver 
Island there is a 





EAT BETTER, LIVE BETTER 
NATURALLY 
Your health comes first . . . our fruits, vegetables 
and staple foods are guaranteed natural. We’ve a 
wide selection.
•Natural Vitamins ‘Raw Sugar ‘Whole Grain 
Flours •Rice ‘Dried Fruits •Herbal Teas 
•Unsahed Foods ‘Beans ‘Seeds.
‘Frozen Yogurt Cones
Speciiiluntil Aug. 2-
QUEST VITAMINS & SUPPLEMENTS
lOO/oOFF
ihealiiWfoods
Trafalgar Square Shopping Centre 
Brentwood Bay <552-1211
Open lOtob- Mon, • Sat.
I' O. Itiu ,’oCS '









Ykinriil ' : ilf.aSRS
Vidnui ; iMUrit
CwUtfll Swiiiich 1 nsfl
OtirMiS will ImritigilK and;
giatitii'iiis, aiofiji wiiti naijiiMl
community inlotmalion,
jA,__
“1HE irtoncAL risit think its TtrimFicf
niRDS ' AOUARiUMS - SMAlt ANIMAIS
iRoncAititiii>rTtumits 
Hiiurii M«a. • thuiii to • i 
r.i ifi ttfil. tfl.S'Oti
656-33 U
Hruron Pinza, I.L17 Beacon Avenue,!
Reg. '625
r
r* 5‘% I jffe I”jl. jjJf 11 {■»■i iia. i ^ h a
1 # " B 
%# iisiW
(while quantities last) i
I(DELIVERY & INSTALLATION '40*^ EXTRA) | An idea Canada h warming up to.
7154 W. SAANICH RD. 
BRENTWOOD BAY
VVe Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
sg. 4th, to - 6
Prices Effective 






















GRADE A BEEF BLADE
CHUCK STEAK












n 2 LITRE CARTON 
GOOD HOST $
iced Tea Mix 24 oz. tin
ALLEN’S












Fish Slices uoz. pkg.
CALIFORNIA RED CALIFORNIA JUICY
SANTA ROSA ORANGESPLUMS 138's
,.59^ C $|00
CALIFORNIA NO. 1 LOCAL GROWN
JUMBO LONG ENGLISH
^ 4ilik i|l iiiniGNIOnS . ^RRRf
18's EACH 3^
f' Ih' V O'l' w' 'ii DELNOR FROZEN
Lemonade 6 OZ. TINS
1.^,1
SNOW CAP
Frozen Peas 2 lb. bag
LIBBY’S SLICED 
Beets 19 01 TINS
id;
LIBBY’S SLICED




Jelly Powder 3 0Z.' PKGS.
■
